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Abstract 
Understanding workplace interactions is crucial for both the well-being of the 
organization as well as the employees working within the organization. Highly influenced 
by power (the resources available to exert influence) and social culture (shared values), 
workplace interactions have the potential to either help or hinder work relationships. 
Exploring why individuals choose to interact in particular ways, and the specific roles of 
power bases and cultural orientation in this choice, will help to better understand why 
some interactions can go awry and conflict can result. This study examined one potential 
conflict that might occur between an employee and a supervisor and explored the roles of 
power base preference, cultural orientation, and choice of conflict strategy with respect to 
this scenario. As most of the existing research in this area has explored the distinct effects 
of each of these variables without addressing the associations between them, the present 
study focused on the interrelationships that exist among them. Three hundred and sixty 
eight participants completed an online survey comprised of measures of power bases 
(Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989), cultural orientation (Dorfman & Howell, 1988; Singelis, 
Triandis, Bhawuk, & Gelfand, 1995), and conflict strategies (Rahim, 1983). The obtained 
findings partially supported the hypotheses. Results suggested a significant amount of 
association among the culture-, power-, and conflict-based variables that exists along 
dimensions considered instrumental and relational in nature, separating the 
aforementioned variables into those that are results-oriented and those that are 
relationship-oriented. In addition, power base preference was found to be a better 
predictor of conflict strategy preference as compared with cultural orientation. The 
findings also suggested that power base preference differentially mediated the relation 
V 
between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy such that preferences for 
reward and coercive power partially mediated the association between vertical 
individualism and preference for dominating (all demonstrating instrumentality through a 
focus on the self); whereas, preference for expert power partially mediated the 
association between horizontal collectivism and preference for integrating (all 
demonstrating relationality through a focus on others). Both theoretical and practical 
implications are considered within the context of contemporary organizational behaviour 
theory. 
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Introduction 
A great deal of time and money is spent on managing the interactions between 
employees within an organization (Thomas & Schmidt, 1976; Watson & Hoffman, 1996). 
Due to their work roles, employees often set different goals and exhibit different 
behaviours from other employees within the workplace. The influence of power within 
these interactions is significant. With a variety of power resources to choose from, 
employees will often select those resources that they perceive are most likely to influence 
others. Furthermore, the effects of power often vary across cultures. Cultural differences 
in the relative importance placed on issues of power and hierarchy also influence 
workplace interactions, as do differential emphases on personal- versus group-based 
goals. Greater globalization has resulted in an increase in workplace diversity and, as a 
result, the influence of social culture1 on workplace interactions has become even more 
important to understand. Although this trend has given employees the opportunity to 
learn new things and think in different ways, it has also heightened the potential for 
interpersonal conflict at work, the costs of which inevitably affect both the organization 
and its employees. As such, the manner in which employees choose to manage conflict is 
often a result of the resources that they have access to and their own personal values or 
motivations. Although there is a great deal of research investigating the relationships 
between power and culture (Chan & Goto, 2003; Hofstede, 1980; Schwartz, 1992; 
Triandis, 1994), power and conflict (Brew & Cairns, 2004a; Drory & Ritov, 1997; 
Fortado, 1992; Rahim, Antonioni, & Psenicka, 2001), and culture and conflict 
(Elangovan, 1995; Kaushal & Kwantes, 2006; Kozan & Ergin, 1999; Morris et al, 1998; 
1
 The term 'social culture' is often used in place of the more commonly used 'culture' in order to 
distinguish it from the concept of organizational culture. 
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Ohbuchi, Shizuka, & Tedeschi, 1999), few attempts have been made to explore the 
interrelationships among power, culture, and conflict simultaneously. As exploring these 
variables separately is an easier task, such endeavours are abundant within the literature. 
Although more complex in nature, there is great potential benefit to exploring these 
variables together. First, at an applied level, such an approach is reflective of the manner 
in which these variables occur in nature, as power, culture, and conflict do not exist 
separately but work in conjunction with each other to influence organizational behaviour. 
Second, at a conceptual level, such an approach will provide a more comprehensive 
understanding of the power-culture-conflict association. Exploring these variables 
together within a single study will help to assess the degree of relation among them and 
uncover the potential mechanisms underlying their association. 
The goals of the present study were therefore to (1) explore the role of cultural 
orientation in influencing choice of conflict strategy, (2) explore the role of cultural 
orientation in influencing choice of power bases, (3) explore the role of power base 
preference in influencing choice of conflict strategy, and (4) examine the 
interrelationships among cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of 
conflict strategy. Specifically, this study explored the relation between preferences for the 
power bases established by French and Raven (1959), the cultural values of individualism 
and collectivism (also referred to as cultural orientation) advanced by Hofstede (1980) 
and later extended by Singelis et al. (1995) and Triandis and Gelfand (1998), and 
preferences for the strategies of conflict outlined by Rahim and Bonoma (1979). 
Connecting these well-established theories will help to better understand the manner in 
which the variables of power base preference, cultural orientation, and choice of conflict 
strategy relate within a multicultural organizational setting. 
Organizational Power 
Power is the ability or potential to influence others (French & Raven, 1959). More 
specifically, it is the ability of an agent to alter a target's attitudes or behaviours (Raven, 
1993). Relatedly, power differential is the relative difference in power between the agent 
and the target and is reflective of status. It is important to note that the existence of power 
is different from the exertion of it, the difference between these concepts relating to 
potential influence versus actual influence. Yet many theories concerning power do not 
make this distinction and, as a result, many theories of influence or the exertion of power 
are confusingly labelled as theories of power. The difference between potential power 
and exercised power reflects the resources available to individuals for influencing others 
and the application of these resources (Schwarzwald, Koslowsky, & Agassi, 2001). This 
distinction is akin to the difference between adopting an attitudinal versus a behavioural 
approach (Brass & Burkhardt, 1993). Whether operationalized as potential or exercised 
behaviour, power is inherent in every social interaction and especially those occurring 
between members of an organization. Every social interaction, in some way, involves the 
use of resources, which are the currency of power, in an attempt to shift their balance (as 
they themselves are unequally distributed; Giddens, 1996) and ultimately influence 
behaviour. Within an organizational context, supervisors can often wield more power 
than employees and attempt to maintain this power imbalance through social interaction. 
Similarly, employees may also use power in an attempt to shift this imbalance. Although 
power may be used effectively at varying levels of an organization, it is true that some 
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degree of power imbalance (or hierarchy) is necessary for an organization to function. 
Even those organizations using lateral management strategies have employees with the 
capacity to hire, promote, and terminate other employees. The majority of organizations, 
however, utilize this imbalance of power in order to monitor organizational activity, 
allow for necessary changes, and better achieve organizational goals. 
Conceptualizations of Power 
Power bases. Several conceptualizations of power have been outlined in the 
literature (French & Raven, 1959; Kipnis, Schmidt, & Wilkinson, 1980; Patchen, 1973; 
Shukla, 1982; Twomey, 1978; Yukl & Falbe, 1991). Of these, the framework presented 
by French and Raven is one of the most comprehensive and well-used theories of power 
(Cobb, 1980; Rahim, 1989). These researchers have outlined five bases of power (reward, 
coercive, legitimate, referent, and expert) that can be applied to any agent-target 
interaction. A sixth basis of power known as information was later introduced (Raven, 
1965); however, extensive empirical support of the five-factor model and the suggested 
relation of this new factor with existing bases of power, has led to an abundance of 
research studies using the model in its original form (Gaski, 1986). Although initially 
presented as a general framework for any agent-target interaction, French and Raven's 
theory has mostly been used within organizational settings to outline bases of supervisory 
power to be exerted onto employees in order to influence them (Gioia & Sims, 1983; 
Greene & Podsakoff, 1981; Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989; Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1990). 
Power bases are resources used by the agent to influence the target (Peiro & 
Melia, 2003). Reward power is based on the ability to provide compensation, both 
monetary and non-monetary (French & Raven, 1959). Coercive power is rooted in the 
5 
ability to punish (French & Raven, 1959). Belief in the right to control another's 
behaviour is called legitimate power (French & Raven, 1959). Referent power involves 
the extent to which a target identifies with or admires an agent of influence (French & 
Raven, 1959). Expert power is based on the ability to provide experience and expertise in 
a given area (French & Raven, 1959). 
Some researchers exploring power bases have been able to expand them into a 
larger, more descriptive set by further splitting the coercive and reward bases of power 
into four categories that separate aspects of both into those considered personal and 
impersonal, namely that of impersonal coercion (risk of being punished), personal 
coercion (risk of disapproval), impersonal reward (potential for compensation), and 
personal reward (potential for approval; Raven, 1992, 1993). Legitimate power was also 
split into the four categories of legitimate reciprocity, legitimate equity, legitimate 
dependence, and legitimate position, which distinguished between the concepts of control 
and authority by reciprocity, fairness, social responsibility, and status (Raven, 1992, 
1993). Legitimate reciprocity is based on an agent doing something positive for a target 
(Raven, 1992, 1993). Legitimate equity reflects an agent being compensated for hard 
work, sufferance, or harm inflicted by a target (Raven, 1992, 1993). Legitimate 
dependence is characterized by an agent acting on social responsibility to help a target in 
need (Raven, 1992, 1993). Legitimate position is based on the use of authority or status 
by an agent (Raven, 1992, 1993). 
Yet others have attempted to reduce the power bases into a smaller subset (Erchul, 
Raven, & Wilson, 2004; Koslowsky, Schwarzwald, & Ashuri, 2001; Raven, 
Schwarzwald, & Koslowsky, 1998). In this way, another method of classification for the 
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expanded set of eleven power bases is to categorize them as soft or harsh. Soft power 
bases involve a relational quality and include the expert, referent, and legitimacy 
dependence bases of power. In contrast, the harsh power bases include personal and 
impersonal coercion, personal and impersonal reward, legitimacy of position, equity, and 
reciprocity. For the most part, each of the eleven expanded power bases fall completely 
into one category or another; the only exception occurs in the case of legitimacy of 
position, which has been shown to load highly onto both the soft and harsh factors 
(Raven et al., 1998) or shift from a harsh power base to a soft one (Erchul, Raven, & Ray, 
2001; Erchul, Raven, & Whichard, 2001; Schwarzwald et al., 2001). This duality may be 
caused by several factors. It may be that some aspects of legitimate power are rooted in 
the broader role of the agent within the agent-target relationship and thus soft in nature; 
whereas, other aspects of legitimate power may be linked to the authority associated with 
that role and thus harsh in nature. Or, alternatively, it may be that legitimate power may 
be perceived as personal achievement as well as status, reflecting both soft and harsh 
aspects (Lee-Chai & Bargh, 2001). In this way, the soft and harsh dimensions need 
further exploration. 
Parallel to the soft-harsh distinction, another method of grouping the smaller array 
of power bases has identified categories known as personal and positional (Bass, 1960). 
Personal or informal bases of power stem from relational aspects and refer to expertise 
and charisma (Bass, 1960). Thus, the expert and referent power bases can be classified as 
bases of power that are personal (Rahim, 1988). Positional or formal bases of power arise 
from an individual's formal position and imply the authority to both reward or punish 
(Bass, 1960). Thus, the coercive, reward, and legitimate power bases can be categorized 
as bases of power that are positional; however, the above concern pertaining to the dual 
nature of legitimate power may apply to this distinction as well. In some ways, the soft-
harsh distinction relates to the personal-positional categories in that the soft power bases 
map onto the bases of power that are personal and the harsh power bases map onto the 
bases of power that are positional. The soft/personal and harsh/positional distinctions 
have been the subject of many studies within the power literature using a variety of 
instruments to measure the power bases (Boonstra & Bennebroek Gravenhorst, 1998; 
Brass & Burkhardt, 1993; Peiro & Melia, 2003; Raven et al., 1998; Yukl & Falbe, 1991). 
Furthermore, similar confusion about the relation of legitimate power with both 
categories has been suggested by various researchers exploring power bases (Erchul, 
Raven, & Ray, 2001; Erchul, Raven, & Whichard, 2001; Erchul, Raven et al., 2004; 
Getty & Erchul, 2009; Raven et al., 1998; Schwarzwald et al., 2001).2 
Based on the established relations among the soft/personal as well as the 
harsh/positional power bases, these categorizations suggest a distinction between power 
bases that are instrumental (reward, coercive) and those that are relational (expert, 
referent). Table one presents a two-dimensional model of the four bases of power 
relevant to the present study. 
2
 Due to the inconsistency that exists within the literature concerning the dual nature of legitimate 
power as demonstrating characteristics that are both instrumental and relational, it is difficult to make 
specific predictions about this particular variable. As a result, legitimate power has not been included 
within the instrumental-relational distinction, hypotheses for this specific power base have not been 
devised, nor has it been included in any subsequent analyses. Although it would have been interesting to 
explore the influence of legitimate power preference (relative to cultural orientation) on conflict strategy 
preference variables, this remains the subject of future research endeavours. 
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Table 1 
Two-dimensional model of power bases 
Instrumental Relational 
Reward power Expert power 
Coercive power Referent power 
9 
Social Culture 
In addition to the influence of power, workplace interactions can also be affected 
by the specific values and beliefs that individuals hold. In fact, culture itself may play a 
role in the perception of power. Thus, cultural values such as individualism and 
collectivism (along with the horizontal and vertical subdimensions) and power distance 
may add an additional level of complexity to these interactions. Social culture refers to 
the learned values, beliefs, and assumptions that distinguish one group of people from 
another (Beck & Moore, 1985; Hofstede, 1991). Within a culture, individuals are exposed 
to a shared set of values, beliefs, and motivations as well as a shared set of meanings and 
emphases placed on particular social interactions (Elsayed-Ekhouly & Buda, 1996). 
These shared experiences influence an individual's interpretation of other people, events, 
and situations from very early on in life. As is implied in the above definition, 
operationalization of culture can include values, beliefs, ethnicity, nationality, or 
geographic origin. In fact, much of the research presented in the following sections uses 
greatly varying operationalizations of culture in an effort to compare and contrast 
findings. Within an organizational context, cultural differences among organizational 
employees are reflected in everyday workplace interactions. Differences rooted in values, 
beliefs, nationality, or language often will influence an employee's motivations, 
preferences, and behavioural choices within the workplace. Although the concept of 
power may be similar across cultures, the salience of power may differ from one culture 
to the next. As an example, some cultures place more of an emphasis on hierarchy than 
others, a difference that is reflected in the concept of power distance as well as the 
vertical and horizontal subdimensions of individualism and collectivism, which will be 
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discussed in the next section. As such, the understanding of this construct may need to 
change across cultures and perhaps even within a single culture, as the existing variation 
within a culture can often be greater than that across cultures (Au & Cheung, 2004; 
Jacob, 2005). 
Cultural differences are reflected in divergent values, motivations, and 
expectations with respect to the workplace. Over time, there has been an increased 
amount of cultural diversity in organizations, a trend that has resulted in more ethnically 
heterogeneous work teams and a higher likelihood of differences in the concepts of 
teamwork or 'working together.' Culture influences many aspects of organizational 
behaviour, from communication styles to leadership behaviour. Most, if not all, 
organizational practices are indeed culture-bound, as are their antecedents, processes, and 
consequences. Even practices as common as performance-based pay and promotions 
make certain assumptions about the goals and motivations of employees such that they 
are motivated to work for rewards or status (Smith, Dugan, & Trompenaars, 1996). 
Conceptualizations of Culture 
Cultural orientation. One of the most well-established dimensions of culture 
was advanced by Hofstede (1980), who asserted that cultures differ along a set of 
dimensions (individualism/collectivism, power distance, masculinity/femininity, 
uncertainty avoidance, and short-term/long-term orientation3) which reflect differences in 
the values, orientations, and preferences of people across cultures. Although these 
dimensions were originally intended to measure group-level differences (such as national 
culture), research exploring the existence of similar differences across individuals within 
a single culture has demonstrated that they can also be applied and measured at the level 
3
 Based on work by Michael Bond (1988) using the Chinese Values Survey. 
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of the individual (Clugston, Howell, & Dorfman, 2000; Dorfman & Howell, 1988; 
Singelis et al., 1995). Such individual-level correlates of Hofstede's dimensions are 
thought to reflect individual differences in values, orientations, and preferences (Hui, 
1988; Triandis, 1995). Within the Hofstede framework, the dimensions of individualism 
(IND), collectivism (COLL), power distance (PD) and, more recently, vertical and 
horizontal individualism (VI and HI) and collectivism (VC and HC) are the subject of 
numerous organizational studies, as they are often seen as having the most impact on 
behaviour both within and across cultures and thus the most relevance for an analysis of 
the relationship between power and culture within the workplace. 
At the group-level, the dimensions of individualism and collectivism refer to the 
extent to which society places emphasis on individual needs or those of the group 
(Hofstede, 1980). These dimensions, at the group-level, are seen as opposing ends of a 
single continuum in which a culture can be categorized as either individualistic or 
collectivistic (Hofstede, 1980). Individualistic cultures place higher emphasis on personal 
goals rather than in-group goals (Triandis, 1995). Countries such as the U.S. and 
Germany are examples of individualistic societies (Hofstede, 1980). In contrast, 
collectivistic cultures place higher emphasis on group interests rather than self interest 
(Triandis, 1995). Countries such as Indonesia and Venezuela are examples of 
collectivistic societies (Hofstede, 1980). Further cross-cultural studies have demonstrated 
an East-West distinction such that Western countries tend to cluster around the individual 
pole; whereas East Asian countries tend to cluster around the social pole (Smith et al., 
1996). Although variation is possible at both the group and individual levels of culture, 
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much of the research on cultural orientation has been conducted at the group-level with 
the assumption that group-level trends are possible to identify (Hofstede, 1980). 
At the individual-level, the dimensions of individualism and collectivism are also 
referred to as idiocentrism and allocentrism, and refer to the extent to which individuals 
act according to their personal needs or those of the group (Triandis, Leung, Villareal, & 
Clack, 1985). People with an idiocentric orientation will act on self interest (Triandis, 
1995). In contrast, people with an allocentric orientation will do what is best for the 
group, even if it means giving up personal goals (Triandis, 1995). Empirical support for 
the idiocentric and allocentric dimensions has been well evidenced in the literature 
(Gelfand, Triandis, & Chan, 1996; Hui, 1988; Oishi, Schimmack, Diener, & Suh, 1998; 
Trafimow, Triandis, & Goto, 1991; Triandis et al., 1985; Triandis, Bontempo, Villareal, 
Asai, & Lucca, 1988). In addition to the apparent theoretical concerns that have arisen 
from debate concerning the appropriate level of analysis for the individualism-
idiocentrism and collectivism-allocentrism constructs, there exists further debate 
concerning the dimensionality of these constructs. Although group-level individualism 
and collectivism are thought to exist on opposite ends of a single dimension, it has been 
suggested that, individual-level idiocentrism and allocentrism are independent constructs, 
existing on separate dimensions that can intersect (Gelfand et al., 1996). 
The dimension of power distance refers to the extent to which people are sensitive 
to hierarchy (Hofstede, 1980). Malaysia and Mexico are considered to be high power 
distance countries, where inequality between individuals based on appearance, social 
status, wealth, or power is common and accepted (Hofstede, 1980). In contrast, the 
Scandinavian countries are considered to be low power distance countries, where equality 
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between people is emphasized (Hofstede, 1980). An association between power distance 
and individualism/collectivism does seem to exist, with higher power distance often 
correlating with collectivism and lower power distance often correlating with 
individualism (Triandis, 1995). However, this pattern does not always hold up, as 
individualism can be linked to both low and high levels of power distance. 
Intended as a more refined alternative to the dimensions of individualism, 
collectivism, and power distance, Singelis et al. (1995) introduced the individual-level 
concepts of vertical and horizontal individualism and collectivism. Further developed by 
Triandis and Gelfand (1998), the concepts of verticality (emphasizing hierarchy) and 
horizontality (emphasizing equality) relate to the construct of power distance. Vertical 
individualism reflects a focus on the self, emphasizing status and competition (Triandis, 
1995). A person holding a vertical individualist orientation will want to stand apart from 
the crowd and be seen as better than the rest (Triandis & Gelfand, 1998). Vertical 
collectivism reflects a focus on group membership, yet with an emphasis on status 
(Triandis, 1995). A person holding a vertical collectivist orientation will want to be a part 
of the group and will defer to authority, even in instances where deference involves doing 
something unpleasant (Triandis & Gelfand, 1998). Horizontal individualism reflects a 
focus on the self, yet with an emphasis on equality (Triandis, 1995). A person holding a 
horizontal individualist orientation will also want to stand out from the crowd, but with 
no intention of being the best (Triandis & Gelfand, 1998). Horizontal collectivism reflects 
a focus on group membership, emphasizing equality (Triandis, 1995). A person holding a 
horizontal collectivist orientation will want to be a part of the collective, but will not 
submit to authority (Triandis & Gelfand). Some empirical support for the four constructs 
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as independent, yet related, variables has been established (Singelis et al., 1995; Triandis 
& Bhawuk, 1997; Triandis, Chen, & Chan, 1998; Triandis & Gelfand, 1998). It has been 
suggested, however, that it is not always useful to combine the individualism, 
collectivism, and power distance constructs into the vertical and horizontal dimensions of 
individualism and collectivism (Aaker, 2006; Oyserman, 2006; Shavitt, Zhang, Torelli, & 
Lalwani, 2006). These researchers argue that horizontality and verticality are conflated 
with individualism and collectivism and that, in some cases, use of these constructs may 
serve to confuse rather than clarify the concepts being investigated; this is especially so 
when assessing power-based variables which may have very different effects within the 
individualist and collectivist orientations (Aaker, 2006; Oyserman, 2006; Shavitt, Zhang, 
Torelli, & Lalwani, 2006). In this way, horizontal individualism places an emphasis on 
both equality and self-focus; whereas vertical collectivism places an emphasis on both 
hierarchy and group-focus, concepts that can be mutually exclusive in some scenarios. 
Culture and power. Studies exploring the relationship between culture and 
power are sparse, especially those exploring these relations at the individual level, but the 
few studies conducted at the group level have supported the existence of power bases and 
the associated instrumental-relational distinction across countries (Rahim, Antonioni, 
Psenicka, Kim, & Khan, 1999; Rahim, Kim, Antonioni, & Psenicka, 2002). Comparing 
South Korea with the U.S., these researchers demonstrated differing levels of power 
bases such that Americans reported higher levels of each power base overall (Rahim et 
al., 2002). In addition, this study found that Americans reported higher levels of reward 
and coercive power as compared to expert and referent power; whereas South Koreans 
4
 Due to the potential conflation of the horizontal individualism and vertical collectivism 
dimensions with those of individualism, collectivism, and power distance, hypotheses for these specific 
cultural values have not been devised nor have these variables been included in subsequent analyses. 
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reported higher levels of the former power bases as compared to the latter (Rahim et al., 
2002). Although establishing a link between cultural orientation and power base 
preference on the basis of a few studies is somewhat premature and more research is 
needed to establish this connection, extending the few findings that do exist to make 
predictions about the link between the two variables is rather intuitive and exploring this 
relation will help to better establish this link in the literature. Thus, determining whether 
cultural orientation influences the preference for specific power resources that individuals 
think might influence others does warrant investigation. Specifically, it would be useful 
to explore the potential link between an individualistic cultural orientation and preference 
for the reward and coercive bases of power as well as a collectivistic cultural orientation 
and preference for the expert and referent bases of power. Thus, a cultural emphasis on 
personal goals might be associated with a preference for instrumental power bases; 
whereas a cultural emphasis on group goals might be associated with a preference for 
relational power bases. Furthermore, the potential link between cultures that are 
considered high power distance and power bases that are instrumental as well as cultures 
that are considered low power distance and power bases that are relational also warrants 
further study, as a cultural emphasis on hierarchy might be associated with a preference 
for the reward and coercive power bases; whereas a cultural emphasis on equality might 
be associated with a preference for the expert and referent power bases. 
Based on these findings and the implicit conceptual links that exist between 
cultural orientation and power base preference, it is possible to make several predictions 
about the relationships between these variables. Reflecting more of a focus on the self, an 
individualistic cultural orientation should coincide with power base preferences that share 
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this emphasis. Thus, individuals who value self interest will be more likely to choose 
power bases that emphasize instrumentality. Reflecting more of a focus on the group over 
the individual, a collectivistic cultural orientation should coincide with power base 
preferences that also reflect a focus on relationality. Thus, individuals who value group 
interests will be more likely to choose power bases that emphasize personal relationships. 
As high power distance relates to hierarchy and status, it should coincide with power base 
preferences that also focus on instrumentality; whereas low power distance, reflecting 
relations that are more lateral in nature, should coincide with power base preferences that 
also emphasize this relationality. Thus, individuals who value hierarchy will be more 
likely to choose instrumental power bases and individuals who value equality will be 
more likely to choose relational power bases. 
Hypothesis 1: Individualism will be positively related to preference for a 
reward (la) and coercive (lb) power base. 
Hypothesis 2: Vertical individualism will be positively related to 
preference for a reward (2a), and coercive (2b) power base. 
Hypothesis 3: Collectivism will be positively related to preference for an 
expert (3a) and referent (3b) power base. 
Hypothesis 4: Horizontal collectivism will be positively related to 
preference for an expert (4a) and referent (4b) power base. 
Hypothesis 5: Power distance will be positively related to preference for a 
reward (5a) and coercive (5b) power base. 
Hypothesis 6: Power distance will be negatively related to preference for 
an expert (6a) and referent (6b) power base. 
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Organizational Conflict 
As both power- and culture-based variables influence workplace interactions, they 
may also affect the manner in which employees perceive conflict and their choice of 
conflict strategy. In addition, the manner in which employees deal with conflict may be 
influenced by the nature of the interactions themselves. Organizational conflict is often 
rooted in a perceived divergence of interests where the actions of one employee are 
interfering, frustrating, obstructing or in some other way hindering another employee's 
actions (Deutsch, 1973; Pruitt & Rubin, 1986). Conflict in the workplace is subject to the 
influences of power and culture, and is often a result of these interrelated influences. The 
power dynamics between employees, their respective job roles, as well as their ways of 
thinking, acting, and reacting to others at work will no doubt affect their interactions 
which, in turn, will influence the outcomes of these interactions. It is important to note 
that these outcomes can provide both potential benefits and disadvantages to the 
organization. Although conflict within the work context is often seen as maladaptive and 
hurtful to both the organization as well as its employees, this is not always the case 
(Argyris, 1957). Different goals, interests, and behaviours (often rooted in power- or 
culture-based differences) can and do often encourage creativity, innovation, and 
progress (Dorenbosch, van Engen, & Verhagen, 2005). At the same time, decreased 
productivity, job satisfaction, and satisfaction with supervision as well as conflict 
escalation are but a few of the negative outcomes associated with organizational conflict 
(Busch, 1980; De Dreu, Nauta, & Van de Vliert, 1995; Rahim, Antonioni, Krumov, & 
Ilieva, 2000; Rahim et al., 2001; Rahim & Buntzman, 1989). 
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Conceptualizations of Conflict 
Conflict strategies. Several classifications of conflict management have been 
outlined in the literature (Follett, 1940; Thomas & Schmidt, 1976). Strategy-based 
approaches to conflict have been the most popular in the arena of organizational conflict 
management (Blake & Mouton, 1964; Kilmann & Thomas, 1977; Rahim, 1986; Thomas, 
1988). Such approaches acknowledge the importance of the individual response to the 
conflict, the process by which the individual chooses to perceive, respond, and react to 
the conflict, and the resulting strategy that is chosen. Rahim and Bonoma (1979) present 
a strategy-based approach to organizational conflict management in which they outline 
some of the tactics that individuals choose to use when dealing with workplace conflict. 
The earlier work of Blake and Mouton presented a two-dimensional grid depicting 
supervisory strategies characterized by the dimensions of concern for people and concern 
for production of results. From these dimensions, five strategies of managing conflict 
(competing, avoiding, accommodating, collaborating, and compromising) were outlined 
(Blake & Mouton, 1964). Based on the work of Blake and Mouton along with that of 
Deutsch (1973), Rahim and Bonoma identify and describe five similar strategies of 
managing interpersonal conflict (dominating, avoiding, obliging, integrating, and 
compromising) that can be chosen by employees of an organization (Rahim & Bonoma, 
1979). Another dual concern model, each of these strategies can be placed on two axes 
measuring high or low concern for self and concern for other (see Figure 1). The former 
dimension reflects the degree to which an individual attempts to satisfy personal concerns 
(Rahim & Bonoma, 1979). The latter dimension reflects the degree to which an 
individual attempts to satisfy the concerns of others (Rahim & Bonoma, 1979). 
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Representing the motivational orientations of individuals when they are dealing with 
conflict (self- or other-based concern), each conflict management strategy is represented 
as a function of these two dimensions (Rubin & Brown, 1975). Support for these 
dimensions has been established by various researchers (Blake & Mouton, 1964; Ruble & 
Thomas, 1976; Thomas & Schmidt, 1976; Van de Vliert & Kabanoff, 1990). 
Dominating (also known as competing) refers to forcing behaviour and involves a 
win-lose orientation, reflecting a high concern for the self and a low concern for others 
(Blake and Mouton, 1964; Rahim & Bonoma, 1979). Avoiding refers to withdrawal 
behaviour and a failure to acknowledge the conflict, involving a lack of concern for both 
personal needs and the needs of others (Blake & Mouton, 1964; Rahim & Bonoma, 
1979). Attempting to minimize differences and makes adjustments in order to gain 
approval from others is characteristic of an obliging conflict strategy (also known as 
accommodating), which is indicative of low concern for the self and high concern for 
others (Blake & Mouton, 1964; Rahim & Bonoma, 1979). On the other hand, someone 
who is highly concerned with both personal needs and the needs of others would engage 
in an integrating strategy of conflict (also known as collaborating) which is concerned 
with collaboration in an attempt find a solution acceptable to both parties (Blake & 
Mouton, 1964; Rahim & Bonoma, 1979). A compromising strategy of conflict refers to a 
process of give-and-take and represents the middle ground because it involves both 
parties giving up something in order to reach a mutual agreement (Blake & Mouton, 
1964; Rahim & Bonoma, 1979). Several factor analytic studies have provided empirical 
support for the five conflict strategies as well as the self-other dimensions associated with 
these strategies, making the self-other distinction a widely-used, well-studied basis for 
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distinguishing strategies of conflict (Rahim & Bonoma, 1979; Ruble & Thomas, 1976; 
Schwarzwald, Koslowsky, & Allouf, 2005; Van de Vliert & Kabanoff, 1990). 
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Figure 1. Two-Dimensional Model of Organizational Conflict 
This figure is based on the dimensions and terms outlined by Rahim and Bonoma (1979). 
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Conflict and culture. Cross-cultural research has shown that strategies of conflict 
are greatly influenced by culture. Here, too, research has been conducted at both the 
group and individual levels of analysis, with a much greater proportion of studies using 
countries as the unit of comparison. At the group-level, comparing cultures on the 
individualism/collectivism dimension, Smith and Bond (1998) demonstrated differences 
in handling in-group disputes in individualistic cultures as compared to collectivistic 
cultures such that the former rely on experience and training in order to be self-reliant 
and the latter rely on formal rules and procedures (the 'collective' norm, in a sense) in an 
attempt to avoid interpersonal conflict. In a similar vein, although using a different 
operationalization of conflict, Lee and Rogan (1991) found a link between individualistic 
cultures and conflict strategies emphasizing control. In contrast, collectivistic cultures 
were more likely than individualistic cultures to use conflict strategies that emphasized a 
solution-orientation (Lee & Rogan, 1991). In addition, certain supervisory styles are more 
likely to evoke a specific strategy of conflict when conflict occurs at work. For example, 
more centralized decision-making leads to more assertive and less accommodative 
strategies of handling conflict and national differences are also apparent in patterns of 
interpersonal contact, preferences for method of communication (i.e., email versus face-
to-face contact), and prioritization of task versus relational goals (Kramer, 1989). 
Ohbuchi et al. (1999) conducted a study in which Japanese and American individuals 
were asked to rate individualism/collectivism, power distance, goal orientation, and 
tactical choice in an actual conflict situation they had experienced. Their results suggest 
that Americans are more motivated to achieve fairness or equity; whereas the Japanese 
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are more motivated to maintain good relationships. Beyond these findings, the 
researchers admitted that the effects of power were unclear (Ohbuchi et al., 1999). 
Similarly, studies using Hofstede's (1980) framework have established that 
certain cultural groups are also more likely to choose a particular set of conflict strategies 
over others. Ting-Toomey (1988) has shown that people from individualistic cultures are 
more likely to choose a dominating or obliging conflict strategy; whereas those from 
collectivistic cultures are more likely to select an integrating or avoiding strategy. The 
findings that (1) Asian managers tend to make use of avoidance strategies more often 
than their American counterparts and (2) American managers tend to act more assertively 
have been replicated in some studies (Smith & Bond, 1998; Ting-Toomey, 1988). 
Conversely, in their exploration of cross-cultural differences in conflict style, Cai and 
Fink (2002) have suggested that individualists are more likely to prefer avoiding than 
collectivists, while collectivists are more likely to prefer to integrate or compromise. 
Thus, mixed findings exist with respect to the effects of culture on conflict strategy 
preference and this is especially so in the case of an avoiding strategy. Some of this 
inconsistency may, in part, be due to the fact that conflict strategies can be seen from 
both the perspective of the self or the other. Thus, each conflict strategy is rooted in a 
certain amount of concern for the self (high or low) along with a certain amount of 
concern for others (high or low) and, depending on which view is adopted, different 
predictions will result. Furthermore, these differences are also influenced by the salient 
cultural boundaries, which themselves depend upon whether researchers are using 
countries, regions, languages or religions as their cultural unit of interest (Morris et al., 
1998). 
The above pattern of observations may also be explained by the Asian concept 
of 'face' or status maintenance. Ting-Toomey's (1988) face-negotiation theory of conflict 
management helps to explain some of the variations that have been repeatedly observed 
in the conflict literature. Within this framework, interpersonal communication involves 
the use of facework, or impression management tactics, that concern one's self image or 
that of the other party (Goffman, 1955). According to Ting-Toomey, varying levels of 
individualism and collectivism between cultures, which shifts the focus from the self to 
the other (or vice versa), will affect the importance of saving face. For example, it is 
expected that people from a culture described as more individualistic will place more of 
an emphasis on the self over the group and will be more inclined to worry about self-face 
(Ting-Toomey, 1988). On the other hand, individuals from a collectivistic culture will 
focus more on the needs of the group and thus will be more concerned about other-face 
(Ting-Toomey, 1988). It has been suggested that the dimension of power distance also 
affects the process of face negotiation (Ting-Toomey & Kurogi, 1998). Research 
investigating the concepts of face and facework has demonstrated that Americans place 
less of an emphasis on maintaining harmony than do Mexicans. This research further 
suggests that Americans think that direct confrontation in the form of an argument can be 
extremely productive, a situation that is highly avoided by Mexicans in order to maintain 
their image (Leung, 1987; Triandis, 1995). Brew and Cairns (2004b) have also explored 
face negotiation theory by comparing the conflict strategies and communication types of 
Chinese and Australian respondents in response to concerns of status or face. Presenting 
respondents with twelve conflict situations, the researchers obtained measurements from 
both cultural groups as to how cautious or direct they would be when taking the role of a 
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subordinate, a superior, and a co-worker in conditions of self-concern and other-concern. 
Their results showed that Australians were more apt to endorse assertive strategies of 
conflict over non-confrontational strategies (Brew & Cairns, 2004b). Furthermore, status 
was found to act as a moderating variable for the response to self and other-face threat for 
both cultures (Brew & Cairns, 2004b). When comparing respondents' conflict strategy 
preferences, face-threat was related to assertive and diplomatic strategies of conflict for 
Australians but passive and solution-oriented strategies of managing conflict for the 
Chinese (Brew & Cairns, 2004b). These findings lend support to the idea that culture 
influences conflict in complex ways. 
Based on the findings of Smith and Bond (1998), Lee and Rogan (1991), and 
Ohbuchi et al. (1999), individualism, collectivism, and power distance can relate to 
preferences for the strategies of conflict in unique and consistent ways. As such, the 
cultural values that individuals learn early in life seem to influence their preferences for 
certain conflict strategies over others. Specifically, individualism tends to be positively 
associated with a preference for conflict strategies that involve lower concern for others 
or an instrumental orientation; whereas collectivism tends to be positively associated with 
preference for conflict strategies that involve higher concern for others or a relational 
orientation. The only exception here may be the avoiding conflict strategy because, as 
demonstrated by Cai and Fink (2002), it may not be best represented by its typical 
placement as a dimension characterized by low self- and low other-concern.6 Thus, it 
6
 Due to the inconsistency that exists within the literature concerning the dual nature of the 
avoiding conflict strategy as demonstrating characteristics that are both instrumental and relational, it is 
difficult to make specific predictions about this particular variable. As a result, avoiding has not been 
included within the instrumental-relational distinction, hypotheses for this specific conflict strategy have 
not been devised, nor has it been included in any subsequent analyses. As with legitimate power, although 
it would have been interesting to explore the relative influences of cultural orientation and power base 
preference on an avoiding conflict strategy, this remains the subject of future research endeavours. 
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seems that an individualistic cultural orientation might predict a preference for conflict 
strategies such as dominating. In contrast, a cultural orientation emphasizing group goals 
(collectivism) might predict a preference for conflict strategies such as obliging, 
compromising, or integrating. 
Although some of these relations are well-evidenced in the literature, it is 
important to note that these cultural orientation-conflict strategy preference links involve 
culture at a group-level rather than an individual level. Extrapolating from the above 
findings to make predictions about the link between cultural orientation and conflict 
strategy preference at the level of the individual is somewhat intuitive, yet more research 
is needed to establish these connections within the conflict literature. The first step in this 
process should be to alter the instrumentation to account for the change in focus, and 
several researchers have developed and validated measures that can be used to assess 
cultural variables at the individual level (Dorfman & Howell, 1988; Leung et al., 2002; 
Singelis et al., 1995) with the intention of establishing as many cultural orientation-
conflict strategy preference links at the individual-level as do exist at the group-level. 
Hypothesis 7: Individualism will be positively related to preference for a 
dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 8: Vertical individualism will be positively related to 
preference for a dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 9: Collectivism will be positively related to preference for an 
obliging (9a), integrating (9b), and compromising (9c) 
conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 10: Horizontal collectivism will be positively related to 
preference for an obliging (10a), integrating (10b), and 
compromising (10c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 11: Power distance will be positively related to preference for a 
dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 12: Power distance will be negatively related to preference for 
an obliging (12a), integrating (12b), and compromising 
(12c) conflict strategy. 
Conflict and power. The choice of power base implies selection from various 
power resources in order to support organizational goals and behaviours. Power base 
selection also has implications for the choice of conflict strategy, as knowing how power 
influences conflict will allow for changes in the choice of power bases in order to achieve 
optimum results (Twomey, 1978). Thus, power base preference can be seen as choosing 
from a set of potential resources with the intention of influencing others and conflict 
strategy preference can be seen as choosing from a set of modes of influence with the 
intention of goal achievement. The relation between conflict strategies such as 
dominating or obliging and influence tactics such as forcing or ingratiation seems to 
support this assertion (Friedman, Tidd, Currall, & Tsai, 2000; Munduate, Luque, & 
Baron, 1997). 
Many field studies exploring the link between power and conflict have done so 
using different conceptualizations of power (organizational level, power distance, etc.) or 
in order to learn about the effects of these variables on compliance, effectiveness, job 
satisfaction, job performance, and a host of other organizational outcomes (Rahim et al., 
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2000; Rahim & Buntzman, 1989; Schwarzwald et al., 2001). Although studies exploring 
the power-conflict relation are numerous, research linking power base preference with 
choice of conflict strategy is limited to a few studies (Jamieson & Thomas, 1974; Rahim 
et al., 2001; Rahim & Buntzman, 1989). Furthermore, finding patterns across these few 
studies is difficult because some studies assess power bases and conflict strategies from 
the perspective of the supervisor and others do so from the perspective of the employee. 
Exploring the relationship between conflict and power determined by 
organizational level, Putnam and Poole (1987) have shown that preferences for strategies 
of conflict tend to differ across hierarchical levels of an organization. Drory and Ritov 
(1997) also predicted that low-power individuals (such as employees) are less likely to 
choose to dominate and more likely to prefer avoiding, obliging, compromising, and 
integrating in a conflict situation as compared to supervisors and other high-power 
individuals. Along similar lines, Ohbuchi et al. (1999) have demonstrated a greater 
change in the conflict strategies of supervisors and employees when there is a bigger 
power differential than when there is not. In terms of conflict, varying power differential 
between supervisors and employees will serve to influence how both parties handle 
differences of opinion, especially in the case of the employees because they are more 
often at a disadvantage within this power differential and they are often the ones that alter 
their behaviour according to the 'other' in the dyad. This could mean the difference 
between employees relying on a supervisor to handle a conflict or attempting to resolve 
the conflict on their own. Thus, although thought to be stable across situations, conflict 
strategy preference seems to change depending on whether the target of influence is a 
peer, a superior, or a subordinate. 
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Of the few studies that have been conducted exploring the relationship between 
conflict strategy preference and power base choice, Jamieson and Thomas (1974) 
investigated students' perceptions of their teachers' power bases and the effects upon 
students' choices of conflict strategy. Their findings suggested that students were less 
likely to prefer obliging and more likely to prefer dominating when dealing with a teacher 
who chose a coercive power base (Jamieson & Thomas, 1974). However, when dealing 
with a teacher who chose a referent power base, students were more likely to prefer to 
oblige or integrate (Jamieson & Thomas, 1974). These results suggest that, in some cases, 
students tended to prefer conflict strategies that were similar in nature to the power bases 
chosen by their teachers. Specifically, students tended to respond to a teacher choosing an 
instrumental power base by selecting a strategy of conflict that is also instrumental in 
nature. Along similar lines, when teachers chose a basis of power that was more 
relational, students responded by selecting a matching conflict strategy in order to 
maintain the relationship of the interacting parties. 
In contrast, exploring both power base and conflict strategy preferences from the 
perspective of the supervisor, Rahim and Buntzman (1989) suggested that preference for 
referent power was positively correlated with preferences for the integrating, obliging, 
and compromising strategies of conflict but negatively correlated with choosing a 
dominating conflict strategy. They also suggested that preference for coercive power was 
not related to any of the conflict strategies. These results signify that supervisors may 
tend to choose power bases and conflict strategies that are similar in nature. Specifically, 
supervisors choosing a relational power base would also tend to prefer a matching 
conflict strategy in order to maintain the relationship of the interacting parties. Thus, 
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some support exists for the existence of a relationship between power base preference 
and a target's choice of conflict strategy; however, the nature of this relationship is as yet 
unclear. 
Based upon these few existing findings, a link seems to exist between power base 
preference and choice of conflict strategy such that power base preference may influence 
conflict strategy preference. As such, potential power (in the form of power bases) may 
be seen as precursors to influence, where choice of mode of influence (in the form of 
conflict strategies) may precede the decision to actually exert influence. Within this set of 
associations, it seems that preference for certain power bases influences the preference 
for particular conflict strategies more than others. Thus, preference for the instrumental 
bases of power (reward, coercive) seems to elicit conflict strategy choices that are also 
instrumental in nature (dominating); whereas, preference for the relational bases of power 
(expert, referent) seem to elicit conflict strategy choices that are also relational in nature 
(obliging, integrating, compromising). 
Although the above hypothesized relation is somewhat intuitive and research has 
shown some signs of support for this prediction, it has yet to be established within the 
conflict literature. It is also important to note that some mixed findings are available to 
those exploring the power base-conflict strategy relation for several reasons. For 
example, although Jamieson and Thomas (1974) found a link between preferences for 
coercive power and a dominating conflict strategy as well as preferences for referent 
power and an obliging or integrating conflict strategy, Rahim and Buntzman (1989) did 
not find a relationship between preference for coercive power and choice of conflict 
strategy, yet they did identify a link between preferences for referent power and the 
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integrating, obliging, and compromising conflict strategies. In contrast, in their 
investigation of the relation between supervisor power and the conflict management 
strategies of their employees, Rahim et al. (2001) demonstrated a positive relationship 
between preferences for referent power and a dominating conflict strategy but have also 
shown a negative relationship between preferences for referent power and an obliging 
conflict strategy. Although it seems that certain patterns of association exist between 
power base preference and choice of conflict strategy, care should be taken when 
comparing findings obtained from studies that measure power base and conflict strategy 
preferences using different targets of influence. As has been found in both the power and 
conflict literatures, preferences for power bases and conflict strategies differ when the 
target of influence is a supervisor, a peer, or a subordinate. Thus, it is important to note 
that the studies conducted by Jamieson and Thomas as well as Rahim et al. assessed the 
power base preference of supervisors and its influence on the choice of conflict strategy 
of employees; only the Rahim and Buntzman (1989) study assessed choice of both power 
base and conflict strategy from the perspective of the supervisor. Although the first two 
research examples cannot be directly compared to the last one, they provide insight into 
the fact that, even with similar targets, the literature provides mixed evidence for the 
association between power base and conflict strategy preferences. 
The existing inconsistency in such studies is also exacerbated by the tendency of 
conflict researchers to make a wide array of predictions that are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive. For example, expecting that preferences for the instrumental power bases will 
elicit preferences for the instrumental conflict strategies, one may predict that these 
power base choices will be related to conflict strategy choices rooted in a low concern for 
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the other member of the dyad or, alternatively, one might expect a relation between these 
power base choices and conflict strategy choices that involve a relatively higher concern 
for the self. Depending upon which line of reasoning a researcher chooses to adopt, each 
will result in a very different set of predictions. This may also be a result of differing 
samples, methodologies, and statistical analyses and, although this study intends to 
clarify some of the relationships between these variables, hypothesizing about such 
relationships is rather difficult. 
Hypothesis 13: Preference for a reward power base will be positively 
related to preference for a dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 14: Preference for a coercive power base will be positively 
related to preference for a dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 15: Preference for an expert power base will be positively 
related to preference for an obliging (15a), integrating 
(15b), and compromising (15c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 16: Preference for a referent power base will be positively 
related to preference for an obliging (16a), integrating 
(16b), and compromising (16c) conflict strategy. 
Power, Social Culture, and Conflict: Related Concepts 
Thus far, it should be evident that the influences of power, social culture, and 
conflict do not operate independently. As such, it is the associations among these 
variables that influence organizational behaviour at multiple levels, namely those of 
individuals, groups, organizations, and cultures. To some extent, some existing research 
has attempted to explore the role of power in the relationship between social culture and 
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conflict. However, within this research, the constructs of organizational level and power 
distance have been used more often than power bases to operationalize power. 
Exploring power differentials between members of an organization that are from 
differing national cultures, Lee and Rogan (1991) compared organizational employees 
from Korea and the U.S., linking respondents' choice of conflict strategy to power 
differential (whether they were subordinates, peers, or supervisors) and relational 
distance (whether they were interacting with someone who they did/did not consider to 
be a part of their ingroup). Beyond a strong influence of national culture on conflict 
strategy, their results demonstrated an interaction of power differential and national 
culture with choice of conflict strategy. Korean respondents were more likely to choose 
to integrate; whereas American respondents were more likely to either choose 
confrontation or avoidance of the conflict instead of attempting to integrate. Korean 
respondents were also less likely to choose avoidance-based strategies when dealing with 
subordinates, while American respondents did not choose to alter their use of avoidance 
based on the power relationship in which the conflict is occurring. Thus, this study 
suggests a link between culture, power, and conflict such that power (in the form of 
power differential or status) influences the culture-conflict relation. 
Studies investigating the role of power base preference within the relation 
between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy are scarce. Exploring the 
correlation between cultural orientation and leadership or motivational ideals, James, 
Chen, and Cropanzano (1996) measured the extent to which U.S. and Taiwanese 
employees endorsed particular power bases over others and identified relationships 
among the endorsed power bases and Hofstede's (1980) cultural value dimensions. In 
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their study, U.S. workers were found to be less collectivistic while endorsing reward 
power much more than expert power as compared to the Taiwanese (James et al., 1996). 
This study also found that collectivism and preference for expert power were positively 
associated for Americans; whereas, for the Taiwanese, a positive association existed 
between power distance and preference for coercive power (James et al., 1996). Thus, in 
line with some of the hypotheses from the present study, this research suggested links 
between an individualistic cultural orientation and a preference for power bases that are 
instrumental as well as a collectivistic cultural orientation and a preference for power 
bases that are relational. Furthermore, this study also suggested a positive association 
between power distance and preference for the instrumental power bases, as is also 
hypothesized in the present study. 
Beyond the hypothesized relations among the concepts of cultural orientation, 
power base preference, and conflict strategy preference, a causal link between the three 
variables is also predicted. As such, the cultural values learned early in life may affect the 
preference for specific power bases over others within social interactions which may, in 
turn, affect the choice of specific conflict strategies when these interactions are directed 
toward specific goals. Relatedly, people tend to have a particular cultural orientation 
which may help them choose from a set of potential resources when the goal is to 
influence others (power bases as potential power) and, once they have made their 
selection, this cultural orientation may also help them choose from a set of potential 
modes of influence when the goal is to achieve some desired end (conflict strategies as 
potential influence). Based on the hypotheses presented in this study, if cultural 
orientation demonstrates a significant positive association with conflict strategy as well 
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as power base preference and choice of power bases are significantly positively 
associated with that of conflict strategies, then power base preference may mediate the 
relation between cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference. In the case of 
mediation, the cultural values that individuals learn early in life may influence the 
preference for specific conflict strategies over others, and this relation might be explained 
through their preference for certain power bases over others. 
Mediation is a hypothesized set of sequential relationships in which one variable 
influences a second variable that, in turn, influences a third (Baron & Kenny, 1986). As 
cultural orientation has been shown to influence choice of power bases as well as conflict 
strategies independently, yet often through overlapping mechanisms, it is reasonable to 
assume that there exists a relationship among power base preference, cultural orientation, 
and conflict strategy preference such that choice of power base partially mediates the 
relationship between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy. Specifically, it 
may be that preference for the instrumental power bases partially mediates the 
associations between an instrumental cultural orientation and preference for conflict 
strategies that are instrumental in nature; whereas, preference for the relational power 
bases mediates the associations between a relational cultural orientation and preference 
for conflict strategies that are relational in nature. In this way, preference for reward and 
coercive power may partially mediate the relation between vertical individualism and 
choosing to dominate; as such, it may be that preference for the instrumental bases of 
power explains the relation between vertical individualism and preference for 
dominating. Thus, the reason that individuals with an orientation toward personal goals, 
competition, and hierarchy tend to prefer to force those they are interacting with to 
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submit to their will is because they are more likely to choose reward or punishment as a 
means of influence. In addition, expert and referent power may mediate the association 
between horizontal collectivism and compromising; in this way, it may be that preference 
for the relational power bases explains the relation between horizontal collectivism and 
preference for compromising. Thus, the reason that individuals with an orientation 
toward group goals, fairness, and equality tend to prefer to meet others they are 
interacting with half-way is because they are more likely to choose wisdom or charisma 
as a means of influence. In a similar vein, preference for expert power may mediate the 
relation between horizontal collectivism and preference for integrating; as such, it may be 
that preference for the relational bases of power explains the relation between horizontal 
collectivism and preference for integrating. Thus, the reason that individuals with an 
orientation toward group goals, fairness, and equality tend to prefer to find solutions 
acceptable to everyone involved is because they are more likely to choose wisdom or 
knowledge as a means of influence. Although the mediating relationships that have just 
been suggested are somewhat intuitive, they have yet to be established. As these 
relationships among cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict 
strategy are only suggested by the literature, more research is needed before any 
conclusive findings can be established. Even though existing studies do provide support 
for some of the hypothesized connections, there is a need to move away from segmenting 
these relationships for ease of study and explore the entirety of these associations in order 
to gain a broader perspective. To better understand the interrelatedness of the 
aforementioned variables, a model might help to illustrate the conceptual relationships 
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among cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy (see 
Figure 2). 
Hypothesis 17: The relation between vertical individualism and preference 
for a dominating conflict strategy is partially mediated by 
preference for reward (17a) and coercive (17b) power. 
Hypothesis 18: The relation between horizontal collectivism and 
preference for a compromising conflict strategy is partially 
mediated by preference for expert (18a) and referent (18b) 
power. 
Hypothesis 19: The relation between horizontal collectivism and 
preference for an integrating conflict strategy is partially 
mediated by preference for expert power. 
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CONFLICT STRATEGIES 
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Figure 2. Conceptual Model for the Relationships among Power Base Preference, 
Cultural Orientation, and Conflict Strategy Preference 
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Summary 
Overall, the present study examined (1) the predictive power of cultural 
orientation on conflict strategy preference, (2) the predictive power of cultural orientation 
on power base preference, (3) the predictive power of power base preference on choice of 
conflict strategy, and (4) the possible mediation of the relationship between cultural 
orientation and conflict strategy preference by choice of power base (see Table 2). No 
previous study has simultaneously investigated the effects of vertical/horizontal 
individualism and collectivism and power base choice on conflict resolution strategy 
preference. Exploring the role of power base preference as a mediator that differentiates 
instrumental approaches from those that are relational should aid in the understanding of 
how culture-, power-, and conflict-based phenomena are related. As such, a 
comprehensive model of the relationships among these variables should provide a more 
complete picture of workplace interactions. 
Although the interconnections that exist among the variables of power base 
preference, cultural orientation, and choice of conflict strategy are manifold, the 
implications of such interconnections are even greater in number. Whether at the level of 
the individual or the organization, gaining a greater understanding of the power that is 
wielded by members of an organization can help these individuals to understand how and 
why they choose to communicate in certain ways within their respective organizational 
roles. As such, understanding the motivations behind interpersonal interactions within the 
workplace may be a step toward improving them. 
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Table 2 
Summary of hypotheses 
Culture - Power 
Culture - Conflict 
Power - Conflict 
Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 1: Individualism will be positively related to 
preference for a reward (la) and coercive (lb) power base. 
Hypothesis 2: Vertical individualism will be positively related 
to preference for a reward (2a), and coercive (2b) power base. 
Hypothesis 3: Collectivism will be positively related to 
preference for an expert (3a) and referent (3b) power base. 
Hypothesis 4: Horizontal collectivism will be positively related 
to preference for an expert (4a) and referent (4b) power base. 
Hypothesis 5: Power distance will be positively related to 
preference for a reward (5a) and coercive (5b) power base. 
Hypothesis 6: Power distance will be negatively related to 
preference for an expert (6a) and referent (6b) power base. 
Hypothesis 7: Individualism will be positively related to 
preference for a dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 8: Vertical individualism will be positively related 
to preference for a dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 9: Collectivism will be positively related to 
preference for an obliging (9a), integrating (9b), and 
compromising (9c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 10: Horizontal collectivism will be positively 
related to preference for an obliging (10a), integrating (10b), 
and compromising (10c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 11: Power distance will be positively related to 
preference for a dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 12: Power distance will be negatively related to 
preference for an obliging (12a), integrating (12b), and 
compromising (12c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 13: Preference for a reward power base will be 
positively related to preference for a dominating conflict 
strategy. 
Hypothesis 14: Preference for a coercive power base will be 
positively related to preference for a dominating conflict 
strategy. 
Hypothesis 15: Preference for an expert power base will be 
positively related to preference for an obliging (15a), integrating 
(15b), and compromising (15c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 16: Preference for a referent power base will be 
positively related to preference for an obliging (16a), integrating 
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Culture - Power - Conflict 
(16b), and compromising (16c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 17: The relation between vertical individualism and 
preference for a dominating conflict strategy is partially 
mediated by preference for reward (17a) and coercive (17b) 
power. 
Hypothesis 18: The relation between horizontal collectivism 
and preference for a compromising conflict strategy is partially 
mediated by preference for expert (18a) and referent (18b) 
power. 
Hypothesis 19: The relation between horizontal collectivism 
and preference for an integrating conflict strategy is partially 
mediated by preference for expert power. 
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Method 
Participants 
For the present study, 368 Canadian members of a professional society for 
medical radiation technologists were surveyed. An additional 78 participants accessed the 
survey but chose not to provide any data. Although their work environments are 
becoming increasingly multicultural and there is a definite need to investigate this 
diversity and its implications for the field, medical radiation technologists are not a well-
studied group and would greatly benefit from research efforts exploring workplace 
interactions, especially those that are subject to the influences of cultural orientation, 
power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy. It is expected that the results of 
the present study may be applied to medical radiation technologists and, with additional 
replication of findings, may also be applied to other healthcare professionals and the 
working population as a whole. 
Participants were recruited through an email invitation along with a follow-up 
reminder sent to members of the professional society signed up for their listserv. 
Although the total membership was estimated at 7700, there were approximately 5200 
survey invitations sent via email to those individuals signed up for the listserv, resulting 
in a response rate of 8.6 %. This low response rate may be the result of various 
challenges to the recruitment process (discussed in the next section). Employees from 
varying cultural backgrounds holding varying positions within multiple organizations 
were asked to complete an internet-based survey assessing cultural orientation, power 
base preference, and choice of conflict strategy. For those participants who did not want 
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to complete the survey online, an option to complete a written version of the survey was 
also provided; however, no participants made use of this option. 
The mean age of the overall sample was 41.58 years (SD = 10.59). More females 
(86.4%) than males (13.0%) participated in the study. There was some sample variation 
with respect to ethnicity (86.7 % White, 5.7 % East Asian, 4.6 % South Asian, 0.8 % 
Black, 0.3 % Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, and 1.6 % other. Sixty-seven percent of 
the sample reported having a particular religious affiliation, and the sample was also 
diverse with respect to religion (60.9 % Christian, 3.5 % Catholic, 1.4 % Sikh, 1.1 % 
Hindu, 1.1 % Muslim, 1.1 % Buddhist, 0.8 % Jewish, and 2.7 % other). Participants were 
also highly educated, with 41.3 % having obtained a college diploma, 36.4 % having 
obtained a university degree, and 20.9 % having obtained some form of professional 
certification. Each participant was also given the opportunity to enter a lottery for a $200 
cash prize. 
Measures 
The first part of the questionnaire was composed of a demographic section 
(consisting of both personal and organizational demographic items) that included 
questions regarding gender, age, education, ethnicity, and other questions regarding 
employment status (see Appendix A). The rationale for including both personal and 
organizational demographic variables was twofold, allowing for a statistical control for 
the effects of variables (such as gender) that might influence the measured outcomes as 
well as allowing for an exploration of variables suspected to influence those very 
outcomes. Individual differences in both personal and organizational demographic 
variables are sometimes associated with choice of conflict strategy. For example, status 
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within an organization (manager versus employee) has been shown to influence an 
individual's conflict strategy preference (Putnam & Poole, 1987). To control for this 
possibility, group differences were assessed and, as a result, only the demographic 
variables of gender, religious affiliation, and organizational level were retained in the 
analysis. The next section included survey items for cultural orientation. The subsequent 
sections included an organizational vignette (used in order to contextualize the power 
bases and conflict strategy items), followed by survey items assessing preferences for 
both power bases and conflict strategies. Each of the aforementioned sections is 
described in detail below, displayed in the order in which they were presented to 
participants. 
Cultural Orientation Items 
Cultural orientation was measured using subscales of the Dorfman and Howell 
Cultural Values Scale (1988), measuring the values of individualism, collectivism, and 
power distance, which have been adapted from Hofstede's (1980) group-level constructs. 
Participants were asked to rate the extent to which they agreed with statements 
concerning the values of individualism or collectivism and power distance. A five-point 
Likert response scale (l=Strongly Disagree; 5=Strongly Agree) was used. Previous 
studies have found reliability coefficient estimates of 0.77 and 0.70 for the Individualism-
Collectivism and Power Distance dimensions, respectively (see Appendix B). 
The cultural values of vertical individualism and horizontal collectivism were also 
measured using the Singelis et al. Cultural Values Scale (1995), which has also been 
adapted from Hofstede's (1980) group-level constructs. Participants were asked to rate 
the extent to which they agreed with statements concerning the values of vertical 
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individualism and horizontal collectivism. A five-point Likert response scale (l=Strongly 
Disagree; 5=Strongly Agree) was used. Previous studies have demonstrated sufficient 
reliabilities for the two dimensions (see Appendix C). 
Organizational Vignette 
Prior to rating power base and conflict strategy preferences, participants were 
presented with an organizational vignette depicting a supervisor-employee interaction in 
which the employee is acting in an arrogant or rude manner toward the supervisor. The 
behaviour depicted in the vignette was designed to contain elements of both power and 
conflict in order to allow for participants to make relevant ratings for choice of power 
base and conflict strategy. The purpose of including a scenario and asking participants to 
rate the scale items in response to the scenario provided was to control the context in such 
a way as to ensure that all participants rated the power base and conflict strategy items 
with the same situation in mind. The theme of negative social interaction was chosen 
because it represents a situation typical of many organizations and thus one that can be 
generalized to many work contexts. Thus, participants are likely to have been exposed to 
a similar scenario within their workplace at some point in their working lives. So, 
although presenting participants with a very specific context may limit the applicability 
of the power bases and conflict strategy preference ratings to situations that are similar in 
nature, the fact that this context is one that is highly likely to occur within multiple work 
environments will serve to increase generalizability. Also, in response to the scenario, 
participants were asked to rate what they thought should be done by the supervisor (rather 
than what they would have done if adopting the role of the supervisor), a decision 
intended to both assess participant values in such a way as to parallel the cultural value 
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ratings that they provided in an earlier section of the survey and to minimize response 
bias by asking participants to provide ratings for what they think someone else should do, 
making it easier for them to provide more honest ratings, as they may have felt pressure 
to provide socially desirable responses if asked what they themselves would do in that 
particular context. This scenario was presented to other graduate students in an earlier 
form to further aid in the design of the vignette and to establish that it is indeed a 
common work scenario. To ensure that participants were indeed rating power base and 
conflict strategy preferences according to the context provided and that they understood 
the vignette, participants were also asked a question regarding the nature of the scenario 
presented to them (see Appendix D). 
Power Base Items 
Power base preference was assessed using 16 items adapted from the Hinkin and 
Schriesheim Power Bases Scale (1989). Participants were presented with a scenario (see 
Appendix B) and asked to rate the extent to which a supervisor should choose specific 
bases of power at work in response to the specific context (e.g., The supervisor 
should.. .make the employee feel valued). A five-point Likert response scale (l=Strongly 
Disagree; 5=Strongly Agree) was used. Previous studies have demonstrated coefficient 
alpha reliabilities ranging from 0.77 to 0.90 and have established sufficient convergent 
and discriminant validity (see Appendix E). 
Conflict Strategy Items 
Conflict strategy preference was assessed using 22 items adapted from the Rahim 
Organizational Conflict Inventory - II (1983). Participants were presented with a scenario 
(see Appendix B) and asked to rate the extent to which a supervisor should choose 
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specific strategies of conflict in response to the specific context (e.g., The supervisor 
should generally try to satisfy the needs of the employee). A five-point Likert response 
scale (l=Strongly Disagree; 5=Strongly Agree) was used. Previous studies have 
demonstrated adequate internal consistency reliability estimates (0.72 to 0.77) as well as 
test-retest reliability values ranging from 0.60 to 0.83. Strong construct, convergent, and 
discriminant validity has also been established in the literature (see Appendix F). 
Social Desirability Items 
Social desirability response bias was assessed using 13 items from a shortened 
version of the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960; 
adapted by Reynolds, 1982). Participants were asked about the extent to which they 
follow social norms (e.g., I am always courteous, even to people who are disagreeable). 
The scale uses a true or false response format. Lower scores are indicative of less social 
desirability response bias (see Appendix G). 
Internet Survey Format 
The survey was administered through the use of a web-based survey format 
developed by Survey Monkey (a commercial web-based survey program). An internet 
questionnaire format was chosen because it was deemed to be the most effective way to 
obtain a fairly large sample of employees from multiple organizations. In a review of 
research comparing web-based surveys to paper-based surveys, Krantz and Dalai (2000) 
established that internet surveys have equal validity to paper-based surveys. 
Using web-based surveys over the more traditional paper-based methods allows 
researchers to access a larger pool of potential participants within a larger geographic 
range, thus increasing the generalizability of results. Furthermore, this method of survey 
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administration is often found to be more convenient by participants, as it reduces some of 
the costs associated with paper-based surveys, such as time (scheduling, getting to the 
data collection site, completing the survey itself, etc.) and money (transportation). In 
addition, participants may feel less pressured to change their responses or complete the 
actual survey if they are uncomfortable with the questions because they can do so in a 
comfortable environment without necessarily being in the presence of the researcher. 
Thus, web-based surveys have the advantage of both increased comfort and anonymity 
for the research participant. 
Procedure 
Participants were members of a professional society of medical radiation 
technologists in Canada. The researcher, upon receiving permission to survey the 
members of the professional society, sent those members signed up for their listserv an 
email request to participate in the study, a brief description of the study, and a web link 
that allowed the individual to access an electronic version of the survey on the internet 
(see Appendix H). This email request contained the electronic address of the survey 
website as well as the e-mail address and phone number of the principal investigator so 
that participants could request a paper-based version of the survey if they preferred it; 
however, no participants made use of this option. Participants who chose to complete the 
web-based survey were asked to click on the web link to the survey, and were then 
presented with an introduction to the study that outlined all the information necessary for 
informed consent (see Appendix I and J for the web- and paper-based consent forms). 
Once participants agreed to participate, they were then presented with a series of 
instructions about internet safety (adapted from Broken Spirits, 2007; see Appendix K) 
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with recommendation to print these instructions before proceeding. This information was 
provided to try to ensure that participants' privacy was respected. Once they reviewed 
these instructions, they started the web-based survey. 
Upon completing the initial demographic questionnaire, employees were 
presented with the scales in the following order: the Dorfman and Howell Cultural 
Values Scale (1988), the Singelis et al. Cultural Values Scale (1995), the Hinkin and 
Schriesheim Power Bases Scale (1989), the Rahim Organizational Conflict Inventory - II 
(1983), and the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale - Short Form (Reynolds, 
1982). All participants completed the survey in the same order. Participants were given as 
much time as they required in order to complete the survey. They answered the survey 
questions by either clicking on the appropriate response or typing in their answer. Once 
they completed the survey, participants were then asked to submit their responses. Upon 
submission, they were thanked and provided with an information sheet, which included a 
detailed description of the study and its purpose (see Appendix L). In addition, 
participants were invited to enter their names into a lottery for a $200 cash prize to thank 
them for their assistance. After completing the survey, they were given the option to 
provide their contact information in order to be included in the lottery. They were 
informed that this information would not be linked to their responses on the survey. They 
were also informed that a winner would be randomly selected from the entries after data 
collection was completed and that the principal investigator would contact this winner 
through the contact information provided and mail to them a money order for the $200 
cash prize. 
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Challenges to the Recruitment Process 
Several challenges to the recruitment process were experienced throughout the 
research process which may have influenced the study in numerous ways. First, gaining 
access to potential participants was a time-consuming task, one that involved a 
considerable delay between the initial invitation to participate sent to all the listserv 
members and the follow-up reminder sent out to the same group of individuals three 
months later. The extended time duration between the two may have contributed to 
potential participants losing interest in the study or forgetting to participate. Second, 
although the internet format is extremely useful in gaining access to a diverse geographic 
sample, not being able to go into the organizations and collect the surveys in person may 
have resulted in a larger proportion of potential participants being unaware of the study, 
either because they did not get the initial email or the reminder (due to incorrect email 
addresses or mail automatically being sent to a junk folder) or because they did not open 
the message itself. Other possible recruitment challenges include the risk of participants 
accessing the survey but failing to complete it. Third, the length of the survey may have 
caused some to choose not to participate in the study, either because they thought it 
would take too long to complete or because they were not able to complete it during work 
hours. 
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Results 
Preliminary Analyses 
Data Screening 
Prior to conducting any analyses, the data were screened in order to assess 
whether they met the assumptions for multiple regression and, as such, the assumptions 
for normality, linearity, heteroscedasticity, and multicollinearity were met. A closer 
examination of the data did not reveal any univariate or multivariate outliers. Thus, 
beyond the 78 cases in which participants did not provide any data, no other cases were 
deleted from the subsequent analyses. 
Descriptive Statistics and Scale Reliabilities 
Tables 3 and 4 present demographic information for the study sample. Descriptive 
statistics are presented in Table 5 and subscale alpha reliabilities for the culture-, power-, 
and conflict-based measures used in comparison with those found in the literature are 
displayed in Tables 6, 7, and 8. Cronbach's alpha values for the scales ranged from .45 to 
.87. One specific scale (Dorfman & Howell Cultural Values Scale, 1988) demonstrated 
extremely low alpha values (.45 and .46 for the six-item IC and PD subscales, 
respectively) and was subsequently excluded from the analysis. As a result, the original 
hypotheses relating to the IC and PD subscales were removed, leaving the hypotheses 
concerning vertical individualism and horizontal collectivism remaining (Singelis et al , 
1995). Without removing any of the eight items per factor, the Vertical Individualism 
subscale of the Singelis et al. Cultural Values Scale (1995) also demonstrated a low alpha 
reliability values of .55. Deletion of one item ("Some people emphasize winning; I'm not 
one of them") increased the Cronbach's alpha level to .71. Nonetheless, the reliabilities of 
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the two subscales from the present sample were lower than those reported by Singelis et 
al. in their validation study; however, other studies have reported reliability values similar 
to those found in the present study.7 For the remaining power base and conflict strategy 
scales, reliabilities for each subscale were similar to those reported in the literature 
(Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1994; Rahim, 1983) and reflected adequate levels of internal 
consistency. 
7
 It is not uncommon for measures of culture to demonstrate reduced internal consistency, as this 
may reflect a larger range among items meant to reflect broad cultural constructs (Singelis, Hubbard, Her, 
& An, 2003). 
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Table 3 
Demographic information for study sample - discrete variables 
Frequency Percent 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Missing 
Total 
Gender of Supervisor 
Male 
Female 
Not Applicable 
Total 
Education 
College Diploma 
Undergraduate Degree 
Graduate Degree - Master's or Doctoral Level 
Other Professional Certification 
Other 
Missing 
Total 
Ethnicity 
White, Caucasian 
Black, African Canadian 
East Asian 
Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander 
South Asian 
Other 
Missing 
Total 
Religious Affiliation 
Yes 
No 
Missing 
Total 
Religion 
Buddhist 
Christian 
Catholic 
48 
318 
2 
368 
90 
268 
10 
368 
152 
120 
14 
77 
2 
3 
368 
319 
3 
21 
1 
17 
6 
1 
368 
247 
119 
2 
368 
4 
224 
13 
13.0 
86.4 
0.5 
24.5 
72.8 
2.7 
41.3 
32.6 
3.8 
20.9 
0.5 
0.8 
86.7 
0.8 
5.7 
0.3 
4.6 
1.6 
0.3 
67.1 
32.3 
0.5 
1.1 
60.9 
3.5 
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Hindu 
Jewish 
Muslim 
Sikh 
Other 
Not Applicable 
Missing 
Total 
Primary Workplace 
Hospital 
Clinic 
Technical College 
University 
Other 
Missing 
Total 
Type of Work Performed 
Radiological Technologist 
Radiation Therapist 
Nuclear Medicine Technologist 
Magnetic Resonance Technologist 
Ultrasound Sonographer 
Other 
Missing 
Total 
Employment Status 
Full-time 
Part-time 
Casual 
Temporary 
Other 
Missing 
Total 
Organizational Level 
President, Vice-president 
Department Head, Director 
Supervisor, Manager 
Non-management Staff 
Senior Technologist, Team Leader 
Coordinator, Instructor, Educator 
Student 
Other 
Missing 
Total 
4 
3 
4 
5 
10 
88 
13 
368 
285 
59 
8 
2 
11 
3 
368 
175 
70 
40 
27 
3 
50 
3 
368 
284 
59 
11 
1 
8 
5 
368 
4 
18 
68 
237 
8 
8 
4 
1 
20 
368 
1.1 
0.8 
1.1 
1.4 
2.7 
24.8 
3.5 
77.4 
16.0 
2.2 
0.5 
3.0 
0.8 
47.6 
19.0 
10.9 
7.3 
0.8 
13.6 
0.8 
77.2 
16.0 
3.0 
0.3 
2.2 
1.4 
1.1 
4.9 
18.5 
64.4 
2.2 
2.2 
1.1 
0.3 
5.4 
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Table 4 
Demographic information for study sample - continuous variables 
Age 
Length of Time Employed as a 
Technologist (in months) 
Hours Worked Per Week 
Length of Time Working Under 
Current Supervisor (in months) 
Length of Time working as Supervisor 
(in months) 
Mean 
41.58 
212.14 
36.99 
46.22 
102.95 
SD 
10.59 
145.49 
10.49 
47.01 
98.37 
Range 
45 
624 
96 
252 
468 
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Table 5 
Descriptive statistics for all scales 
Scale 
(number of items) Mean SD Range 
Singelis et al. Cultural Values Scale (1995)" 
VI (7) 
HC(8) 
Hinkin and Schriesheim Power Bases 
Scale(1989)* 
Reward Power (4) 
Coercive Power (4) 
Referent Power (4) 
Expert Power (4) 
Rahim Organizational Conflict Inventory -
11(1983)* 
Integrating (7) 
Obliging (6) 
Compromising (4) 
Dominating (5) 
2.63 
3.88 
2.02 
1.65 
3.30 
4.08 
4.32 
2.51 
3.86 
2.41 
.55 
.37 
.62 
.46 
.60 
.54 
.40 
.54 
.51 
.62 
3.29 
2.88 
3.00 
2.00 
3.25 
3.00 
1.86 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
* Scale Range =1-5 
Note. For the culture-, power-, and conflict-based subscales, higher scores represent higher levels of 
endorsement for cultural orientation, power base preference, and conflict strategy preference, 
respectively. 
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Table 6 
Internal reliabilities (Cronbach's alpha coefficients) for both cultural orientation scales 
Scale/Subscale Cronbach's alpha 
study sample literature 
Dorfman and Howell Cultural Values Scale 
(1988) 
Individualism/Collectivism 
Power Distance 
.45+ 
.46+ 
Dorfman & Howell 
(1988) 
.77 
.70 
Singelis et al. Cultural Values Scale (1995) 
Vertical Individualism 
Horizontal Collectivism 
.71* 
.63 
Singelis etal. (1995) 
.74 
.74 
N=368 
* alpha with one item deleted 
+factor excluded in subsequent analysis 
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Table 7 
Internal reliabilities (Cronbach's alpha coefficients) for the Hinkin andSchriesheim 
Power Bases Scale (1989) 
Scale/Subscale Cronbach's alpha Hinkin and Schriesheim 
(1994) 
study sample 
Power Bases 
Reward Power 
Referent Power 
Coercive Power 
Expert Power 
.79 
.67 
.83 
.71 
.73 
.82 
.85 
.83 
N=368 
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Table 8 
Internal reliabilities (Cronbach 's alpha coefficients) for the Rahim Organizational 
Conflict Inventory - II (1983) 
Scale/Subscale 
Conflict Strategy 
Integrating 
Obliging 
Compromising 
Dominating 
Cronbach's alpha 
study sample 
.87 
.77 
.69 
.75 
Rahim (1983) 
.77 
.72 
.72 
.72 
N=368 
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Social Desirability Response Set 
The mean score and standard deviation were .52 and .15, respectively, on a 
shortened version of the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (Reynolds, 1982). 
Simple correlations were conducted to explore the relation between the social desirability 
scores with both the predictor and criterion variables in order to assess the need to control 
for response bias. Although there were small but significant correlations among the social 
desirability scores and some of the other culture-based predictor variables, there was no 
significant correlation between social desirability and any of the criterion variables.8 
Potential Group Differences 
Prior to conducting the hypothesis-testing steps, potential group differences on the 
predictor and criterion variables were explored. Due to a lack of information regarding 
participants who accessed the survey but chose not to provide any data (N=78), group 
comparisons were made across demographic, predictor, and criterion variables without 
allowing for a comparison between participants that completed the survey with those that 
did not. 
Independent sample t-tests, analyses of variance, or simple correlations were 
conducted to explore differences in the choice of conflict strategy by gender, supervisor 
gender, age, education, ethnicity, religious affiliation, primary workplace, employment 
status, length of time employed as a technologist, and organizational level. Of these 
variables, only gender and religious affiliation demonstrated significant group differences 
across conflict strategy. Men were less likely than women to choose a compromising 
strategy (MM = 3.63, SD = .60, MF = 3.90, SD = .48, t(364) = 2.96,p < .05) but more 
8
 Correlations between cultural variables and social desirability ratings has been reported at both 
the group and individual levels of analysis (Lalwani, Shavitt, & Johnson, 2006; Lalwani, Shram, & Chiu, 
2009). 
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likely than women to adopt a dominating strategy (MM = 2.62, SD = .66, MF = 2.37, SD = 
.61, t(364) = 2.59, p < .05). Thus, gender was shown to significantly influence conflict 
strategy preference. It should be noted, however, that the observed gender differences 
may have been the result of differing sample sizes for males (n = 48) and females (n = 
318). In this regard, much of the research exploring gender differences in conflict 
strategy preference has not produced any definitive findings, even though the potential 
consequences for such differences are great. Although some studies have established that 
the instrumental and relational dimensions (and their potential outcomes) exist across 
gender, other studies have also suggested that gender roles should influence a manager's 
preference for certain conflict strategies over others (Korabik, Baril, & Watson, 1993). 
For example, an instrumental conflict strategy such as dominating is often considered 
more masculine in nature; whereas, a relational conflict strategy such as compromising is 
often considered more feminine in nature. As a result, it is often assumed that male 
managers would prefer the more instrumental conflict strategies and female managers 
would prefer the more relational conflict strategies; however, in a hierarchical 
organizational context, it may be that the manager role is more salient than the gender 
role, as can be seen in situations in which a female manager prefers to dominate over her 
employees. As the influence of gender is not entirely clear, this variable was included as 
a control variable in the analysis. Although it would have been useful to explore the 
potential moderating role of gender in the present study, this was not possible due to 
insufficient sample sizes. 
Religious affiliation was associated with choosing higher levels of a 
compromising strategy (MR = 3.91, SD = .51, Mn0R = 3.77, SD = .50, t(364) = 2.34,p< 
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.05). Thus, in addition to gender, the extent to which participants identified with a 
particular religion was also shown to significantly influence conflict strategy preference 
(perhaps through a mutual concern for others). It should be noted, however, that the 
observed differences in religious affiliation may have been the result of differing sample 
sizes for gender (males, n = 48 and females, n = 318), as some research has suggested 
that women tend to be more religious than men (Argyle & Beit-Hallahmi, 1975). 
Alternatively, these differences may be the result of differing sample sizes for religious 
groups (Christian, n = 224 and Hindu, n = 4)9. Although very little research has focused 
on the influence of religious affiliation on conflict strategy preference, some studies have 
suggested that being affiliated with a particular religion should increase the likelihood 
that an individual will prefer to compromise or integrate, stemming from an overarching 
concern for others (a principle which characterizes most religions and guides those 
considering themselves religious to prefer to think and act in ways that are more 
relational in nature; Polkinghorn & Byrne, 2001). As a result, religious affiliation was 
included as a control variable in the analysis. Although it would have been useful to 
explore the potential moderating role of religious affiliation in the present study, this was 
not possible due to sample size considerations. 
In addition, organizational level (recoded to reflect management versus non-
management positions) was also included in the analysis (despite the lack of any 
significant relation between this variable and conflict strategy preference) so as to explore 
its effects on cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy. 
9
 Only two of the seven religious groups identified by participants are presented here for the 
purposes of illustration. 
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Therefore, gender, religious affiliation, and organizational level were the only three 
demographic variables included in the analysis. 
Prior to conducting the regression analyses, simple correlations were computed 
between all potential predictor and criterion variables. This allows for further exploration 
of these bivariate relations and assessment of correlation size, strength, and significance 
relative to expectations. Table 9 presents the intercorrelations among the predictor and 
criterion variables. Relative to expectations, most correlations were significant and in the 
expected direction. The only exceptions were the correlations between horizontal 
collectivism and preference for obliging (r = -.01), preference for both expert power and 
obliging (r = .01), and preference for both referent power and integrating (r = .05); each 
of these correlations implies a weak association between the two variables. As a result, 
obliging may not fit as clearly into the relational category of conflict strategies as was 
expected. Similarly, referent power may also not fit as clearly into the relational category 
of power bases as was expected. These findings influenced the fourth and final step in the 
analysis which tested the role of power base preference as a mediator of the association 
between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy. A prerequisite of the Baron 
and Kenny (1986) procedure is that all three variables must be significantly 
intercorrelated in order to test for any mediating effects. Out of a possible eight tests for 
mediation (resulting from all possible combinations of two culture-based predictor 
variables, four power-based mediator variables, and four conflict-based criterion 
variables), three predictor-mediator-criterion associations did not demonstrate significant 
intercorrelations. Thus, only five tests for mediation were performed. 
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Confirmatory Factor Analysis 
Confirmatory factor analysis was performed to confirm the factor structure of the 
culture-, power-, and conflict-based measures used and to compare single-factor models 
with the full-factor models in order to assess relative fit. 
Cultural orientation. Confirmatory factor analysis of the cultural orientation 
items was conducted comparing a single-factor baseline model (cultural orientation) with 
a two-factor model (vertical individualism-horizontal collectivism) in order to determine 
which model best explained the construct. Comparing both models, the two-factor model 
demonstrated the best relative fit, and thus any subsequent results that are reported are 
done so for this model only (see Table 10). Results from the CFA demonstrated 
significant item loadings onto their respective factors (standardized loadings ranged from 
.27 to .79, see Table 11). The factor correlation was found to be .04 (VI and HC). Thus, 
the vertical individualism and horizontal collectivism subscales are consistent with the 
intended factor structure, and these factors are independent. Examining overall model fit 
suggested a lack of fit between the hypothesized two-factor model and the data, *£ (103) 
= 441.70, p < .001; however, as the chi-square statistic has been shown to be highly 
sensitive to sample size, other fit indices were also examined (Kline, 1998). Based on the 
comparison of values obtained from the RMSEA (.10), IFI (.65), and CFI (.65) indices 
and their recommended cutoff values (< .08 for RMSEA and > .9 for the IFI and CFI 
indices), adequate model fit was not demonstrated. 
In order to increase the level of fit, modification indices were applied to free the 
covariance between the error terms associated with items 2 and 10 as well as 6 and 14 of 
the vertical individualism subscale. A check of the specific items where error covariances 
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were suggested revealed a great deal of overlap between the item wording ("It annoys me 
when other people perform better than I do" and "When another person does better than I 
do, I get tense and anxious"; "Competition is the law of nature" and "Without 
competition, it is not possible to have a good society") and thus justified the application 
of the modification indices. This modified model was found to better fit the data as 
compared to the unmodified model, x2 (101) = 275.54,p < .001, RMSEA = .07, IFI = .82, 
CFI = .82. Change in chi-square between the constrained and the non-constrained model 
was significant, x2diff(2) = 166.16,/? < .001. Thus, given the above, the modified model 
(allowing the two sets of residual error terms to covary) was considered the better model. 
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Table 10 
Single-factor and two-factor model comparisons for cultural orientation scale 
Model £ df y?/df y?m RMSEA IFI CFI 
Single-factor 590.52** 104 5.68 .11 .50 .49 
Two-factor 275.54** 101 2.73 314.99** .07 .82 .82 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 11 
Unstandardized factor loadings (standard errors) and standardized factor loadings for 
two-factor model of cultural orientation scale 
Subscale Item 
2. It annoys me when other people perform 
better than I do. (VII) 
6. Influence James' getting a pay raise. (VI2) 
10. When another person does better than I do, 
I get tense and anxious. (VI3) 
14. Without competition, it is not possible to 
have a good society. (VI4) 
18. Winning is everything. (VI5) 
22. It is important that I do my job better than 
others. (VI6) 
26.1 enjoy working in situations involving 
competition with others. (VI7) 
30. Some people emphasize winning; I'm not 
one of them. VI8) 
3. The well being of my coworkers is 
important to me. (HC1) 
7. If a coworker gets a prize, I would feel 
proud. ( HC2) 
11. If a relative were in financial difficulty, I 
would help within my means. (HC3) 
15. It is important to maintain harmony within 
my group. (HC4) 
19. I like sharing little things with my 
neighbours. (HC5) 
23. I feel good when I cooperate with others. 
(HC6) 
27. My happiness depends very much on the 
happiness of those around me. (HC7) 
31. To me, pleasure is spending time with 
others. (HC8) 
VI 
Unstd 
.61 (.15) 
.94 (.14) 
.91 (.17) 
l ( - ) 
1.49 (.22) 
1.20 (.20) 
.92 (.18) 
1.27 (.20) 
Std 
.27 
.40 
.44 
.42 
.79 
.54 
.40 
.58 
HC 
Unstd 
.74 (.13) 
.95 (.16) 
.79 (.14) 
.54 (.13) 
.92 (.20) 
l ( - ) 
1.17 (.24) 
1.04 (.20) 
Std 
.45 
.46 
.41 
.30 
.34 
.61 
.36 
.38 
Note: Dashes (--) indicate the standard error was not estimated. 
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Power bases. Confirmatory factor analysis of the power base preference items 
was conducted comparing a single-factor baseline model (power bases) with a two-factor 
model (instrumental-relational) as well as a four-factor model (reward, coercive, expert, 
legitimate) in order to determine which model best explained the construct. Comparing 
the three models, the four-factor model demonstrated the best relative fit, and thus any 
subsequent results that are reported are done so for this model only (see Table 12). 
Results from the CFA demonstrated significant item loadings onto their respective factors 
(standardized loadings ranged from .37 to .98, see Table 13). The factor intercorrelations 
were found to be .13 (reward-coercive), -.02 (reward-expert), .15 (reward-referent), -.10 
(coercive-expert), -.01 (coercive-referent), and .10 (expert-referent). Thus, the reward, 
coercive, expert, and referent subscales are consistent with the intended factor structure. 
Examining overall model fit suggested a lack of fit between the hypothesized four-factor 
model and the data, x2(98) = 361.89,p< .001; however, due to the sensitivity of the chi-
square statistic to sample size, other fit indices were also examined (Kline, 1998). Based 
on the comparison of values obtained from the RMSEA (.09), IFI (.88), and CFI (.88) 
indices and their recommended cutoff values (< .8 for RMSEA and > .9 for the IFI and 
CFI indices), adequate model fit was not demonstrated. 
In order to increase the level of fit, modification indices were applied to free the 
covariance between the error terms associated with items 3 and 9 of the coercive power 
subscale as well as 10 and 16 of the expert power subscale. A check of the specific items 
where error covariances were suggested revealed a great deal of overlap between the item 
wording ("Give James undesirable job assignments" and "Make James' work difficult for 
him"; "Share with James the supervisor's considerable experience and/or training" and 
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"Provide James with sound job-related advice") and thus justified the application of the 
modification indices. This modified model was found to better fit the data as compared to 
the unmodified model, ^ (96) - 280.55,/? < .001, RMSEA = .07, IFI = .92, CFI = .92. 
Change in chi-square between the constrained and the non-constrained model was 
significant, x i^ff (2) = 81.34,jp<.001. Thus, given the above, the modified model 
(allowing the two sets of residual error terms to covary) was considered the better model. 
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Table 12 
Single-factor, two-factor, and four-factor model comparisons for power base scale 
Model £_ df jf/df y?m RMSEA IF1 CFI 
Single-factor 1164.61** 104 11.20 .17 .52 .52 
Two-factor 933.51** 103 9.06 231.10** .15 .62 .62 
Four-factor 280.55** 96 2.92 652.96** .07 .92 .92 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 13 
Unstandardized factor loadings (standard errors) and standardized factor loadings for 
four-factor model of power base scale 
Subscale Item Reward Coercive Expert Referent 
Unstd Std Unstd Std Unstd Std Unstd Std 
1. Increase James' pay 53 r Q6) 55 
level. (REW1) 
13. Influence James' getting 1 00 ( 08) 77 
a pay raise. (REW2) 
16. Provide James with 70(06) 66 
special benefits. (REW3) 
17. Influence James' getting 1 ( \ 30 
a promotion. (REW4) 
3. Give James undesirable .50(06) .44 
job assignments. (COE1) 
9. Make James' work 66 r 05) 63 
difficult for him. (COE2) 
11. Make things unpleasant \ r \ 93 
for James at work. (COE3) 
12. Make being at work 95 / 03) 94 
distasteful. (COE4) 
8. Give James good .84 (.10) .71 
technical suggestions. 
(EXP1) 
10. Share with James the 42 (.07) .38 
supervisor's experience 
and/or training. (EXP2) 
15. Provide James with .31 (.05) .37 
sound job-related advice. 
(EXP3) 
19. Provide James with 1 / \ 35 
needed technical 
knowledge. (EXP4) 
2. Make James feel valued. 56 ( 03) 49 
(REF1) 
4. Make James feel like the .70 (.10) .48 
supervisor approves of him. 
(REF2) 
6. Make James feel 70 (.08) .62 
personally accepted. (REF3) 
7. Make James feel 1 (.) 77 
important. (REF4) 
Note: Dashes (-) indicate the standard error was not estimated. 
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Conflict strategies. Confirmatory factor analysis of the conflict strategy 
preference items was conducted comparing a single-factor baseline model (conflict 
strategy) with a two-factor model (instrumental-relational) as well as a four-factor model 
(dominating, obliging, integrating, compromising) in order to determine which model 
best explained the construct. Comparing both models, the four-factor model demonstrated 
the best relative fit, and thus any subsequent results that are reported are done so for this 
model only (see Table 14). Results from the CFA demonstrated significant item loadings 
onto their respective factors (loadings ranged from .26 to .80, see Table 15). The factor 
intercorrelations were found to be .14 (dominating-obliging), -.10 (dominating-
integrating), -.02 (dominating-compromising), -.02 (obliging-integrating), .03 (obliging-
compromising), and .07 (integrating-compromising). Thus, the dominating, obliging, 
integrating, and compromising subscales are consistent with the intended factor structure. 
Examining overall model fit suggested a lack of fit between the hypothesized four-factor 
model and the data, x2 (203) = 501.56,/? < .001; however, as the chi-square statistic has 
been shown to be highly sensitive to sample size, other fit indices were also examined 
(Kline, 1998). Based on the comparison of values obtained from the RMSEA (.06), IFI 
(.89), and CFI (.89) indices and their recommended cutoff values (< .8 for RMSEA and > 
.9 for the IFI and CFI indices), adequate model fit was not demonstrated. 
In order to increase the level of fit, modification indices were applied to free the 
covariance between the error terms associated with items 2 and 10 as well as 6 and 14 of 
the vertical individualism subscale. A check of the specific items where error covariances 
were suggested revealed a great deal of overlap between the item wording ("It annoys me 
when other people perform better than I do" and "When another person does better than I 
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do, I get tense and anxious"; "Competition is the law of nature" and "Without 
competition, it is not possible to have a good society") and thus justified the application 
of the modification indices. This modified model was found to better fit the data as 
compared to the unmodified model, -£ (201) = 443.02,p < .001, RMSEA = .06, IFI = .91, 
CFI = .91. Change in chi-square between the constrained and the non-constrained model 
was significant, x2diff(2) = 58.54, p < .001. Thus, given the above, the modified model 
(allowing the two sets of residual error terms to covary) was considered the better model. 
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Table 14 
Single-factor, two-factor, and four-factor model comparisons for conflict strategy scale 
Model £ df tf/df rfdiff RMSEA IFI CFI 
Single-factor 1600.57** 209 7.66 .14 .47 .47 
Two-factor 871.00** 208 4.19 729.56** .09 .75 .75 
Four-factor 443.02** 201 2.20 427.99** .06 .91 .91 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 15 
Unstandardized factor loadings (standard errors) and standardized factor loadings for 
four-factor model of conflict strategy scale 
Subscale Item Integrating Compromising Obliging Dominating 
Unstd Std Unstd Std Unstd Std Unstd Std 
1. Try to investigate the g1 (
 06) .67 
issue with James to find a 
solution acceptable to both 
James and the supervisor. 
(INT1) 
4. Try to integrate ideas 35 r QJ\ 33 
with James to come up 
with a decision jointly. 
(INT2) 
5. Try to work with James gg r Q^\ 73 
to find solutions to a 
problem which satisfy 
their expectations. (INT3) 
12. Exchange accurate j /_\ go 
information with James to 
solve a problem together. 
(INT4) 
22. Try to bring both sets g9 ( Q7) gy 
of concerns out in the open 
so that the issues can be 
resolved in the best way 
possible. (INT5) 
23. Work with James to 99 ( 08) .64 
come up with decisions 
acceptable to both. (INT6) 
28. Work with James for a g7 r Q7) 67 
proper understanding of 
the problem. (INT7) 
7. Try to find a middle .85 (.11) .54 
ground to resolve 
disagreements. (COMP1) 
14. Propose a middle \ <\ 57 
ground for breaking 
standstills during conflicts. 
(COMP2) 
15. Negotiate with James j Q9 t^\ 57 
so that a compromise can 
be reached. (COMP3) 
20. Use'give and take'so 1.19 (.15) .61 
that a compromise can be 
made. (COMP4) 
2. Try to satisfy the needs 
of James. (OBL1) 
10. Accommodate the 
wishes of James. (OBL2) 
11. Give in to the wishes 
of James. (OBL3) 
13. Grant James' requests. 
(OBL4) 
19. Go along with the 
suggestions of James. 
(OBL5) 
24. Try to satisfy the 
expectations of James. 
(OBL6) 
8. Use his influence to get 
his ideas accepted. 
(DOM1) 
9. Use his authority to 
make a decision in his own 
favour. (DOM2) 
18. Use his expertise to 
make a decision in his own 
favour. (DOM3) 
21. Be firm in pursuing his 
side of the issue. (DOM4) 
25. Use his power to win a 
competitive situation. 
(DOM5) 
(.09) 
H-) 
(.06) 
(.07) 
(.07) 
.43 
.73 
.69 
.69 
.57 
.77 (.09) .51 
.95 (.08) .67 
1 (-) .84 
.90 (.07) .70 
.38 (.08) .26 
.70 (.06) .62 
Note: Dashes (-) indicate the standard error was not estimated. 
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Hypothesis Testing 
In order to explore the predictive power of cultural orientation and power base 
preference on choice of conflict strategy, hierarchical regression analyses were 
conducted. This technique was employed to assess whether cultural orientation and 
power base preference can be used to predict conflict strategy preference. The hypotheses 
were set up in such a way as to explore: (1) the cultural orientation-conflict strategy 
association; (2) the cultural orientation-power base association; (3) the power base-
conflict strategy association; and (4) the cultural orientation-power base-conflict strategy 
association. As the first three research questions comprise the steps involved in testing for 
mediation (Baron & Kenny, 1986), the data analysis results are also presented in this step 
by step manner. Table 16 presents a summary of the revised hypotheses, re-outlined in 
order to reflect the removal of one of the cultural value measures as well as the associated 
hypotheses. Figure 3 illustrates a revised conceptual model for the relations among 
cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy. 
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Table 16 
Summary of revised hypotheses 
Culture - Power 
Culture - Conflict 
Power - Conflict 
Culture - Power - Conflict 
Revised Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 1: Vertical individualism will be positively related 
to preference for a reward (la), and coercive (lb) power base. 
Hypothesis 2: Horizontal collectivism will be positively related 
to preference for an expert (2a) and referent (2b) power base. 
Hypothesis 3: Vertical individualism will be positively related 
to preference for a dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 4: Horizontal collectivism will be positively related 
to preference for an obliging (4a), integrating (4b), and 
compromising (4c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 5: Preference for a reward power base will be 
positively related to preference for a dominating conflict 
strategy. 
Hypothesis 6: Preference for a coercive power base will be 
positively related to preference for a dominating conflict 
strategy. 
Hypothesis 7: Preference for an expert power base will be 
positively related to preference for an obliging (7a), integrating 
(7b), and compromising (7c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 8: Preference for a referent power base will be 
positively related to preference for an obliging (8a), integrating 
(8b), and compromising (8c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 9: The relation between vertical individualism and 
preference for a dominating conflict strategy is partially 
mediated by preference for reward (9a) and coercive (9b) 
power. 
Hypothesis 10: The relation between horizontal collectivism 
and preference for a compromising conflict strategy is partially 
mediated by preference for expert (10a) and referent (10b) 
power. 
Hypothesis 11: The relation between horizontal collectivism 
and preference for an integrating conflict strategy is partially 
mediated by preference for expert power. 
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION 
Vertical Individualism 
Horizontal Collectivism 
CONFLICT STRATEGIES 
Dominating 
Obliging 
Integrating 
Compromising 
POWER BASES 
Reward 
Coercive 
Expert 
Referent 
Figure 3. Revised conceptual model for the relations among power base preference, 
cultural orientation, and conflict strategy preference 
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Step One: Exploring the Association Between Cultural Orientation and Conflict 
Strategy Preference 
For the first step, two categories of variables were entered into the equation; 
namely, demographic variables (gender, religious affiliation, organizational level) and 
cultural orientation variables (vertical individualism, horizontal collectivism). 
Demographic variables were entered into the first block as control variables. Cultural 
orientation variables were subsequently added to the regression equation, with both 
subscales (VI, HC) entered as a single block. In this way, the predictive power of cultural 
orientation was tested for each of the four strategies of conflict. Preference for each 
conflict strategy acted as a criterion variable for the demographic and culture-based 
predictors, with four separate regression equations resulting. In place of a Bonferroni 
correction, a more stringent alpha level was applied (p < .01) to protect from an overall 
inflation of the type I error rate due to multiple comparisons. Tables 17 through 20 
present the results of this analysis, followed by a reporting of all significant results by 
conflict strategy. Controlling for the demographic variables of gender, religious 
affiliation, and organizational level, both cultural values of vertical individualism and 
horizontal collectivism provided evidence for prediction of conflict strategy preference. 
Only in the case of compromising did the demographic variables (gender, religious 
affiliation, organizational level) demonstrate any significant predictive ability. 
Furthermore, only preference for the integrating and dominating strategies of conflict was 
predicted by cultural orientation. Overall, cultural orientation (vertical individualism, 
horizontal collectivism) was not a very strong predictor of conflict strategy preference, 
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and accounted for between 2.5 % (compromising) and 9.9 % (integrating) of the variance 
in choice of conflict strategy. 
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Table 17 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for an integrating conflict 
strategy (N=364) 
Predictor B SE ± Bf AR
2 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
.08 
-.04 
.02 
.07 
-.06 
.003 
-.02 
.34 
.06 
.05 
.05 
.06 
.04 
.05 
.04 
.06 
.06 
-.04 
.02 
.06 
-.07 
.004 
-.03 
31** 
.01 
11** .10s1 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 18 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for an obliging conflict strategy 
(N=364) 
Predictor B SE A R2 AK 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
.01 
-.08 
-.04 
.04 
-.08 
-.03 
.15 
.02 
.09 
.06 
.07 
.09 
.06 
.07 
.05 
.08 
.01 
-.07 
-.03 
.03 
-.07 
-.02 
.16 
.01 
.01 
.03 .02 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 19 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for a compromising conflict 
strategy (N=364) 
Predictor B SE fi R2 AEf 
Stepl 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
.25 
.11 
.08 
.26 
.10 
.08 
.05 
.21 
.08 
.06 
.06 
.08 
.06 
.06 
.05 
.07 
.17* 
.10 
.07 
.17* 
.09 
.07 
.06 
.15* 
.05" 
.07* .03* 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 20 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for a dominating conflict strategy 
(N=364) 
Predictor B SE fi R2 ARl 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
-.24 
.03 
-.03 
-.17 
.05 
-.01 
.31 
-.14 
.10 
.07 
.08 
.09 
.07 
.07 
.06 
.09 
-.13 
.02 
-.02 
-.09 
.04 
-.01 
.28** 
-.08 
.02 
.10s1 .09 ** 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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For an integrating conflict strategy, over and above the demographic variables, 
cultural orientation accounted for 9.9 % of the variance in choice of an integrating 
conflict strategy, Flange (2, 354) = 19.55, j> < .001. Furthermore, the findings suggest that 
horizontal collectivism (J3 = .31, p< .001) provided an independent, positive contribution 
to choice of an integrating strategy of conflict. In the second regression analysis, cultural 
orientation did not significantly predict choice of an obliging conflict strategy. For a 
compromising conflict strategy, the results suggested that cultural orientation did 
demonstrate significant predictive ability, accounting for 2.5 % of the variance in choice 
of a compromising conflict strategy, Flange (2, 354) = 4.74, p < .01. Also, horizontal 
collectivism (/?=.15,/?<.01) provided an independent, positive contribution to choice of 
a compromising strategy of conflict. For a dominating conflict strategy, cultural 
orientation accounted for 8.6 % of the variance in choice of a dominating conflict 
strategy, Flange (2, 354) = 17.01,p < .001. Furthermore, vertical individualism (fi = .28,p 
< .001) provided an independent, positive contribution to choice of a dominating strategy 
of conflict. 
Step Two: Exploring the Association Between Cultural Orientation and Power Base 
Preference 
In the second step, the same two sets of predictors were entered into the 
regression equation. Demographic variables (gender, religious affiliation, organizational 
level) were again entered into the first block as a control and cultural orientation variables 
(vertical individualism and horizontal collectivism) were added in as a second block. In 
this step, the predictive power of cultural orientation was tested for each of the five bases 
of power, which served as criterion variables for the demographic and culture-based 
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predictors. Four separate regression equations resulted from this analysis, and are 
presented in tables 21 through 24, followed by a reporting of all significant results by 
power base. In order to account for multiple comparisons, a more stringent alpha level 
was applied (p < .01) to protect from an overall inflation of the type I error rate in place 
of a Bonferroni correction. Controlling for the demographic variables of gender, religious 
affiliation, and organizational level, only the cultural values of vertical individualism and 
horizontal collectivism demonstrated any predictive power. None of the demographic 
variables (gender, religious affiliation, organizational level) demonstrated any significant 
predictive ability for choice of power bases. Furthermore, only preference for the reward, 
coercive, and expert bases of power was significantly predicted by cultural orientation. 
Overall, cultural orientation (vertical individualism, horizontal collectivism) was a 
weaker predictor of power base preference than conflict strategy preference, and 
accounted for between 2.5 % (referent) and 9.3 % (expert) of the variance in choice of 
power base. 
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Table 21 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for a reward power base (N=364) 
Predictor SE ± R
2 AR2 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
-.06 
.01 
.05 
-.01 
.002 
.08 
.28 
-.07 
.10 
.07 
.08 
.10 
.07 
.07 
.06 
.09 
-.03 
.01 
.04 
-.003 
.002 
.06 
.25** 
-.04 
.002 
07** .06** 
*p < .01, two-tailed. **p< .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 22 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for a coercive power base 
(N=364) 
Predictor B SE A. R2 AK 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
-.04 
.07 
.07 
-.01 
.09 
.10 
.19 
-.19 
.07 
.05 
.06 
.07 
.05 
.06 
.04 
.06 
-.03 
.07 
.07 
-.01 
.09 
.09 
23** 
-.15* 
.01 
.10* .08*" 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 23 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for a referent power base 
(N=364) 
Predictor B SE ± R
2 AR2 
Stepl 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
.16 
-.17 
.03 
.15 
-.19 
.01 
-.03 
.26 
.09 
.07 
.07 
.09 
.07 
.07 
.06 
.09 
.09 
-.13 
.02 
.08 
-.15* 
.01 
-.03 
.16* 
.02 
.05* .03* 
V < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 24 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for an expert power base 
(N=364) 
Predictor B SE A. R2 AFC 
Stepl 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
.004 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.01 
.002 
-.03 
.44 
.08 
.06 
.07 
.08 
.06 
.06 
.05 
.08 
.003 
.01 
.02 
.01 
.01 
.002 
-.03 
30** 
.00 
09** .09** 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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For a reward power base, over and above the demographic variables, cultural 
orientation accounted for 6.4 % of the variance in choice of a reward power base, FChange 
(2, 354) = 12.14, p < .001. Furthermore, the findings suggest that vertical individualism 
(ft = .25, p < .001) made an independent, positive contribution to explaining choice of a 
reward power base. In the second regression analysis, cultural orientation explained 8.1 
% of the variance in choice of a coercive power base, FChange (2, 354) = 15.68,p < .001. 
Vertical individualism (fi = .23, p < .001) provided an independent, positive contribution; 
whereas horizontal collectivism demonstrated a negative association with preference for a 
coercive power base {fi = -.15, p < .01). For a referent power base, the results suggested 
that cultural orientation did demonstrate significant predictive ability, accounting for 2.5 
% of the variance in choice of a referent power base, FChange (2, 354) = 5.16, p < .01. Also, 
horizontal collectivism (J3 = .16, p < .01) provided an independent, positive contribution 
to choice of a referent power base. In contrast, for an expert power base, cultural 
orientation accounted for 9.3 % of variance in choice of an expert power base, Flange (2, 
354) = 18.12,/? < .001. Specifically, horizontal collectivism (fi = .30,/? < .001 provided 
an independent positive contribution to explaining the choice of an expert power base. 
Step Three: Exploring the Association Between Power Base Preference and Conflict 
Strategy Preference 
In the third step, demographic variables were again entered as a control into the 
first block. Power base preference variables were subsequently added to the regression 
equation, with four subscales (reward, coercive, referent, expert) entered as a single 
block. In this step of the analysis, the ability of power base preference to predict choice of 
conflict strategy was tested. Preference for each conflict strategy acted as a criterion 
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variable for the demographic and power-based predictors, with four separate regression 
equations resulting. In place of a Bonferroni correction, a more stringent alpha level was 
applied (p < .01) to protect from an overall inflation of the type I error rate that may 
occur due to multiple comparisons. Tables 25 through 28 present the results of these 
analyses, followed by a reporting of all significant results by conflict strategy. 
Overall, controlling for the demographic variables of gender, religious affiliation, 
and organizational level, power base preference was a better predictor of conflict strategy 
preference than cultural orientation. In order to confirm that power base preference was 
indeed a better predictor of conflict strategy preference than cultural orientation, 
hierarchical regression analyses were conducted with the demographic variables of 
gender, religious affiliation, and organizational level entered as control variables in a 
single block, cultural orientation entered next as a single block, and power base 
preference subsequently entered as a third block. Including all the variables of interest 
into a single regression equation (rather than exploring their independent effects) allowed 
for relative comparisons between the culture- and power-based variables and established 
that power base preference does better predict choice of conflict strategy as compared 
with cultural orientation (see Appendices M through P). 
In addition to demonstrating that power base preference was indeed a better 
predictor of conflict strategy preference than cultural orientation, it was found that only in 
the case of compromising did the demographic variables (gender, religious affiliation, 
organizational level) demonstrate any significant predictive ability. Furthermore, power 
base choice was able to predict preference for the four conflict strategies (integrating, 
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obliging, compromising, and dominating) and accounted for between 3.3 % 
(compromising) and 34.4 % (integrating) of the variance in choice of conflict strategy. 
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Table 25 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for an integrating conflict 
strategy (N=364) 
Predictor B SE A. R2 AR2 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Reward 
Coercive 
Referent 
Expert 
.08 
-.04 
.02 
.06 
-.01 
.04 
-.03 
-.34 
.02 
.26 
.06 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.04 
.04 
.03 
.04 
.03 
.03 
.06 
-.04 
.02 
.05 
-.01 
.04 
-.05 
_ 2g** 
.03 
.34** 
.01 
.35 ** .34 ** 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 26 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for an obliging conflict strategy 
(N=364) 
Predictor B SE B Bf AR2 
Stepl 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Reward 
Coercive 
Referent 
Expert 
.01 
-.08 
-.04 
.01 
-.05 
-.07 
.27 
.11 
.22 
.03 
.09 
.06 
.07 
.08 
.06 
.06 
.05 
.06 
.05 
.05 
.01 
-.07 
-.03 
.004 
-.04 
-.06 
3 j * * 
.09* 
.25** 
.03 
.01 
.24** 2V 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 27 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for a compromising conflict 
strategy (N=364) 
Predictor B SE A R2 AR2 
Stepl 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Reward 
Coercive 
Referent 
Expert 
.25 
.11 
.08 
.23 
.13 
.08 
.01 
-.05 
.13 
.06 
.09 
.08 
.06 
.08 
.06 
.06 
.05 
.06 
.05 
.05 
.16* 
.10 
.07 
.15* 
.12 
.07 
.01 
-.05 
.15* 
.07 
.05* 
.08* .03* 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Table 28 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for a dominating conflict strategy 
(N=364) 
Predictor B SE A R2 AR2 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Reward 
Coercive 
Referent 
Expert 
-.24 
.03 
-.03 
-.21 
.01 
-.06 
.34 
.27 
-.02 
.05 
.10 
.07 
.08 
.09 
.06 
.07 
.06 
.07 
.05 
.06 
-.13 
.02 
-.02 
-.11 
.01 
-.04 
.34** 
.20** 
-.02 
.04 
.02 
22** .20** 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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For an integrating conflict strategy, over and above the demographic variables, 
power base preference accounted for 34.4 % of the variance in choice of an integrating 
conflict strategy, Flange (2, 354) = 46.62, p < .001. Furthermore, the findings suggest that 
preference for coercive power ifi = -.39, p < .001) provided an independent, negative 
contribution; whereas, preference for expert power (fi = .34,/? < .001) provided 
independent, positive contributions to explaining the choice of an integrating conflict 
strategy. In the second regression analysis, power base preference explained 23.1 % of 
the variance in choice of an obliging conflict strategy, Flange (2, 354) = 26.60,/? < .001. 
Specifically, the findings suggest that preference for reward power (fl = .31,/? < .001) and 
referent power (fi = .25, p < .001) both provided a unique and positive contribution to 
explaining the choice of an obliging conflict strategy. For a compromising conflict 
strategy, the results suggested that power base preference did demonstrate significant 
predictive ability, accounting for 3.3 % of the variance in choice of a compromising 
conflict strategy, Flange (2, 354) = 3.18,/? < .01. Also, preference for referent power (J3 = 
.15,/? < .01) provided an independent, positive contribution to choice of a compromising 
strategy of conflict. For a dominating conflict strategy, power base preference accounted 
for 20.3 % of the variance in choice of a dominating conflict strategy, Flange (2, 354) = 
22.92,/? < .001. Furthermore, preference for reward power (fi = 34, p < .001) and 
coercive power (J3 = .20,/? < .001) both provided independent, positive contributions to 
choice of a dominating conflict strategy. 
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Step Four: Exploring the Mediating Role of Power Base Preference within the 
Association Between Cultural Orientation and Conflict Strategy Preference 
The fourth and final step was a culmination of the previous three steps in the 
analysis. These first three steps served to set up a test for mediation in which the 
mediating role of power base preference within the association between cultural 
orientation and conflict strategy preference association was assessed. The mediation 
procedure established by Baron and Kenny (1986) was used to evaluate whether power 
base preference mediated the relation between cultural orientation and choice of conflict 
strategy. Reflecting the four steps outlined in the above analysis, Baron and Kenny have 
outlined four steps in demonstrating mediation. In the first step, the predictor variable 
must be significantly correlated with the criterion variable. The second step involves 
demonstrating that the predictor variable is also significantly correlated with the 
mediating variable. In the third step, the mediating variable must be significantly 
correlated with the criterion variable. The fourth and final step involves demonstrating 
that, when the mediating variable is added to a regression equation in which the predictor 
variable significantly predicts the criterion variable, this previously significant 
association is no longer significant. As a test for mediation can only be conducted when 
the predictor, mediator, and criterion are all significantly intercorrelated, only those 
variables with a significant association were tested for mediation and no further analyses 
were performed on those variables that did not demonstrate significant correlations. Thus, 
of the eight tests for mediation that were hypothesized, only five were performed. 
In order to simplify both the process and interpretation of the mediation 
procedure, a separate test for mediation was conducted for each hypothesized predictor-
mediator-criterion association. For each of the five mediation tests conducted, three 
categories of variables were entered into the equation; namely, demographic variables 
(gender, religious affiliation, organizational level), cultural orientation variables (vertical 
individualism, horizontal collectivism), and power base preference variables (reward, 
coercive, referent, expert power). The three demographic variables were entered into the 
first block and served as control variables (as a result, both AR2 and Flange values were 
reported with the results of the mediation tests). In the second block, cultural orientation 
variables were added to the regression equation, with only one of the two subscales 
entered into the block at a time. Power base preference variables were subsequently 
added as additional predictors in the third and final block, with only one of the five 
subscales entered into the block. Preference for each conflict strategy acted as a 
dependent variable (criterion) for the aforementioned predictors (demographic variables, 
cultural orientation variables, power base preference variables), and thus five sets of 
regression equations were modeled for this step of the analysis. Using estimated 
confidence intervals derived from a bootstrapping technique, a test of the indirect effects 
of the mediator was then conducted for each predictor-mediator-criterion association to 
determine the significance of the mediated effect (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). In order to 
account for multiple comparisons, and in place of a Bonferroni correction, a more 
stringent alpha level was applied (p < .01) to protect from an overall inflation of the type 
I error rate. Use of an SPSS macro developed by Preacher and Hayes (2008) held dual 
benefits in this regard, allowing for both a test of the indirect effect of each mediator on 
the predictor-criterion association and a test of the total indirect effect of all mediators on 
this same association. A summary of the mediation tests (by mediator) along with the 
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obtained findings from both the sequential simple mediation model approach (Baron & 
Kenny, 1986) and the multiple mediation model approach (Preacher & Hayes, 2008) are 
presented in Table 29 and Appendix Q, respectively.10 
As per the fourth step in the Baron and Kenny (1986) test for mediation, a 
comparison was made between the regression equations including only the predictor and 
the criterion in the model with those including the predictor, mediator, and criterion. 
Specifically, mediation occurs when, while controlling for the mediator, the predictor 
either loses its significance (loses its predictive ability altogether) or reduces its influence 
on the criterion. For full mediation to have occurred, the significant association expected 
between the predictor (cultural orientation) and criterion (conflict strategy preference) 
should disappear entirely when the mediator (power base preference) is controlled for; 
whereas, in the case of partial mediation, the significant association expected between the 
predictor (cultural orientation) and criterion (conflict strategy preference) should remain 
even after the mediator (power base preference) is controlled for, but should be decreased 
in strength. 
Of the five tests for mediation that were conducted, two predictor-mediator-
criterion associations demonstrated no mediation. Although the intercorrelations among 
cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy were all 
significant and cultural orientation did indeed significantly predict choice of conflict 
The Preacher and Hayes (2008) SPSS macro was used to analyze the five mediators 
simultaneously in order to compare it with the Baron and Kenny (1986) technique, which analyzes the five 
mediators separately. Of the two techniques, the latter is thought to be a simpler way to break down the 
associations in order to study them; whereas, the former is thought to better estimate an overall mediating 
effect, as the presence of other mediators in the model parallels that which occurs in nature (Preacher & 
Hayes, 2008). 
strategy, power base preference did not account for any additional variance in explaining 
choice of conflict strategy. 
Of the remaining three tests for mediation that were conducted, each fulfilled the 
Baron and Kenny (1986) criteria for partial mediation. That is, the significant association 
expected between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy remained even after 
controlling for power base preference, yet with a decrease in strength of the association. 
Furthermore, tests of the indirect effects of the power base preference mediators were in 
accord with the causal step method advocated by Baron and Kenny, suggesting that in 
each of the three cases of partial mediation, the mediated effect was significant. Only 
preference for the reward, coercive, and expert bases of power acted as partial mediators 
of association between cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference. However, 
findings obtained from the simple mediation model approach seemed to be inconsistent 
with the multiple mediation model approach in the case of preference for coercive power. 
A test of the indirect effect of this power base mediator showed no significant mediated 
effect when mediation was assessed simultaneously with preference for reward power. 
Thus, when explored together, only preference for reward power was identified as a 
partial mediator of the relation between vertical individualism and preference for 
dominating. 
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In summary, the findings obtained from the regression analyses suggest that only 
some of the hypotheses were supported. Table 30 presents a summary of the 
revised study hypotheses with the obtained findings. As expected, cultural 
orientation and power base preference did predict choice of conflict strategy and 
some evidence of the expected patterns was demonstrated. In addition, support for 
some of the mediation-related hypotheses was found. 
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Table 30 
Summary of revised hypotheses and study findings 
Culture - Power 
Culture - Conflict 
Power - Conflict 
Culture - Power - Conflict 
Revised Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 1: Vertical individualism will 
be positively related to preference for a 
reward (la), and coercive (lb) power 
base. 
Hypothesis 2: Horizontal collectivism 
will be positively related to preference 
for an expert (2a) and referent (2b) 
power base. 
Hypothesis 3: Vertical individualism will 
be positively related to preference for a 
dominating conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 4: Horizontal collectivism 
will be positively related to preference 
for an obliging (4a), integrating (4b), and 
compromising (4c) conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 5: Preference for a reward 
power base will be positively related to 
preference for a dominating conflict 
strategy. 
Hypothesis 6: Preference for a coercive 
power base will be positively related to 
preference for a dominating conflict 
strategy. 
Hypothesis 7: Preference for an expert 
power base will be positively related to 
preference for an obliging (7a), 
integrating (7b), and compromising (7c) 
conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 8: Preference for a referent 
power base will be positively related to 
preference for an obliging (8a), 
integrating (8b), and compromising (8c) 
conflict strategy. 
Hypothesis 9: The relation between 
vertical individualism and preference for 
a dominating conflict strategy is partially 
Conclusion 
la: Supported 
lb: Supported 
2a: Supported 
2b: Not Supported 
Supported 
4a: Not Supported 
4b: Supported 
4c: Not Supported 
Supported 
Supported 
7a: Not Supported 
7b: Supported 
7c: Not Supported 
8a: Supported 
8b: Not Supported 
8c: Not Supported 
9a: Supported 
9b: Supported 
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mediated by preference for reward (9a) 
and coercive (9b) power. 
Hypothesis 10: The relation between 
horizontal collectivism and preference 
for a compromising conflict strategy is 
partially mediated by preference for 
expert (10a) and referent (10b) power. 
Hypothesis 11: The relation between 
horizontal collectivism and preference 
for an integrating conflict strategy is 
partially mediated by preference for 
expert power. 
10a: Not Supported 
10b: Not Supported 
Supported 
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Discussion 
The present study explored the interrelationships among the variables of cultural 
orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy. Specifically, the 
ability of cultural orientation and power base preference to predict choice of conflict 
strategy was tested along with the potential mediating role of power base preference 
within the association between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy. 
Organizational studies have demonstrated that specific patterns exist connecting these 
three concepts; however, a dearth of studies investigating the collective influences of 
cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy as well as 
mixed results for those very few studies that do exist limit any conclusions that might be 
made. These tentative patterns suggest that the three theories of cultural orientation, 
power bases, and conflict strategies are conceptually related, and that the common thread 
is an orientation that is either instrumental or relational in nature. 
The present study was therefore an empirical test of the specific associations 
between two cultural orientations (vertical individualism and horizontal collectivism, as 
advanced by Singelis et al., 1995), four power base preferences (reward, coercive, expert, 
and referent power, as presented by French and Raven, 1959), and four conflict strategy 
preferences (integrating, obliging, compromising, and dominating, as outlined by Rahim 
and Bonoma, 1979). As such, it was an attempt to broaden theory and encompass all 
three constructs within a single model by way of the aforementioned relations among 
them. In particular, the objectives of this study were to: (1) explore the influence of 
cultural orientation in determining choice of power base and conflict strategy, (2) explore 
the influence of power base preference in determining choice of conflict strategy, and (3) 
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explore the interrelationships among the cultural orientation, power base preference, and 
choice of conflict strategy variables. 
The three major findings of this study involve the relative associations among the 
variables of interest. First, this study establishes that the three constructs are indeed 
conceptually related with specific patterns of association existing among them. Second, 
the findings also demonstrate differential effects of cultural orientation and power base 
preference on choice of conflict strategy; as such, power base preference is a better 
predictor of conflict strategy preference than cultural orientation. Third, the results 
suggest that power base preference partially mediates the relation between cultural 
orientation and choice of conflict strategy. 
One important finding of this study concerns the level of relation among the three 
variables of interest. In examining the associations between cultural orientation and 
conflict strategy preference, cultural orientation and power base preference, and power 
base preference and choice of conflict strategy, specific patterns were found that 
connected each of these variables. This is important because it suggests common links 
among all three constructs. Although many researchers have examined the independent 
associations between culture and conflict (Elangovan, 1995; Kaushal & Kwantes, 2006; 
Kozan & Ergin, 1999; Morris et al.,1998; Ohbuchi et al., 1999), culture and power (Chan 
& Goto, 2003; Hofstede, 1980; Schwartz, 1992; Triandis, 1994), and power and conflict 
(Brew & Cairns, 2004a; Drory & Ritov, 1997; Fortado, 1992; Rahim et al, 2001), very 
few studies have investigated the collective influences of culture and power on conflict. 
Furthermore, the research that has examined culture, power, and conflict within a single 
study has either operationalized these constructs differently (as power distance, power 
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differential, potential power, or even influence) or has analyzed these variables at the 
group rather than the individual level (James et al., 1996; Lee & Rogan, 1991). Such 
differences minimize the ability to compare the results of these studies and utilize the 
obtained findings as support for common conclusions. As a result, the present study has 
aimed to integrate this research and the associated findings into a coherent whole. 
When exploring the relation between cultural orientation and conflict strategy 
preference, an association between the two variables exists. Specifically, horizontal 
collectivism predicts preference for integrating and compromising, where the common 
denominator is an attempt to achieve joint benefits and maintain positive relationships. In 
contrast, vertical individualism predicts preference for dominating, where the intent is to 
achieve some desired end. As a whole, these results separate conflict strategy preference 
according to an approach that is relational (integrating and compromising) and one that is 
instrumental (dominating). Only one exception to this observed pattern is seen. Although 
a positive association between horizontal collectivism and preference for obliging was 
expected, no such relation was observed. This unexpected finding may be due to 
contextual factors stemming from the specific nature of the scenario presented to 
participants before they rated their conflict strategy preferences. Participants may have 
considered obliging to be an inappropriate strategy for a supervisor dealing with an 
employee behaving badly with others at work. Alternatively, it may be that the 
intercultural studies on which the predictions from this study are based do not extend to 
intracultural differences; perhaps group differences at the national level do not parallel 
those at the individual level (Hofstede, 1980). 
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Nonetheless, some relation between the dimensions used to describe both culture-
and conflict-based variables is evident. Both cultural orientation (vertical individualism 
and horizontal collectivism) and conflict strategy preference (integrating, obliging, 
compromising, and dominating) are characterized by a concern for the self versus a 
concern for group. With such shared similarities, one would expect a relation between the 
two sets of variables, as both are defined as existing on a set of axes that distinguish 
between prioritizing the self or others. It would make a certain amount of intuitive sense 
for an individualistic cultural orientation to be associated with a preference for conflict 
strategies that are characterized by lower concern for others. The results do provide some 
support for this assertion, as preference for dominating (a conflict strategy marked by 
lower concern for others and increased concern for the self) was found to be positively 
associated with vertical individualism (a cultural value marked not only by increased 
personal concern, but one that also reflects a focus on status). This finding has also been 
found in the literature, linking both individualism and preference for dominating at the 
group-level (Holt & DeVore, 2005; Oetzel, 1998; Smith & Bond, 1998; Ting-Toomey, 
1988) and vertical individualism and preference for dominating at the individual-level 
(Kaushal & Kwantes, 2006; Komarraju, Dollinger, & Lovell, 2008). 
Similarly, a positive association between a collectivistic cultural orientation and a 
preference for conflict strategies that are characterized by higher concern for others is 
also expected. The results again do provide some support for this assertion, as preference 
for integrating (a conflict strategy marked by increased concern for others as well as the 
self) was found to be positively associated with horizontal collectivism (a cultural value 
marked not only by increased concern for others, but one that also reflects a focus on 
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equality). This finding has also been previously established in the literature at both the 
group (Cai & Fink, 2002; Ting-Toomey, 1988) and individual levels of analysis 
(Komarraju et al., 2008). Thus, in the case of the relation between individualism and 
preference for dominating as well as that of collectivism and preference for integrating, 
both intercultural and intracultural studies demonstrate similar findings. 
It should also be noted that the strongest associations between cultural orientation 
and conflict strategy preference were evidenced with preference for the dominating and 
integrating conflict strategies. This finding, along with the overlapping results from 
studies exploring between- and within-culture patterns, suggests that preference for some 
conflict strategies are also likely to be interpreted similarly across cultures (Cai & Fink, 
2002). In contrast, the weakest associations between cultural orientation and conflict 
strategy preference occurred with compromising, a finding that may be explained by the 
nature of compromising as a conflict strategy characterized by a moderate level of 
concern for both the self and others. As a conflict strategy, compromising is neither fully 
instrumental nor fully relational and occurs when both parties choose to give and take to 
resolve a conflict. Lastly, the lack of any cultural orientation-conflict strategy 
associations with preference for obliging has also been demonstrated by other researchers 
(Cai & Fink, 2002), and may be the result of context-based differences stemming from 
the specific scenario presented to participants. It may be that the power-based aspects of 
the scenario were more salient to participants as they read the vignette and this was 
reflected in their power base preference ratings. Or, as stated earlier, this finding (or lack 
thereof) might be a function of cultural differences that exist at the level of the group but 
not at the individual level (Hofstede, 1980). 
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When examining the relation between cultural orientation and power base 
preference, an association between these two variables also exists. This relation, 
however, is somewhat smaller than that between cultural orientation and conflict strategy 
preference. Parallel to the findings obtained from the analysis of the association between 
cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy, a similar instrumental-relational 
distinction can be seen when examining the association between cultural orientation and 
power base choice. As reward and coercive power can only be exerted through the use of 
resources (by providing or denying them), they can be seen as serving an instrumental 
purpose. In contrast, expert and referent power can only be exerted through the use of 
one's role (by sharing expertise or admiration) and thus serve a relational purpose. The 
obtained findings do provide support for the relation between preference for the 
instrumental power bases (marked by increased self-concern and lower other-concern) 
and the instrumental cultural orientation of vertical individualism (marked by increased 
concern for personal goals and a focus on status or hierarchy) as well as between 
preference for the relational power bases (marked by increased concern for others) and 
the relational cultural orientation of horizontal collectivism (marked by increased concern 
for group goals and a focus on equality). In this regard, preference for both reward and 
coercive power were found to be positively associated with vertical individualism. 
Although no individual-level studies have explored the link between cultural orientation 
and power base choice, studies at the group-level have also established links between 
preference for reward and coercive power bases and individualism (Rahim et al., 1999). 
In addition, horizontal collectivism was found to be positively associated with 
preference for expert and referent power. Thus, an association between the two variables 
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does exist where the emphasis is placed on achieving joint benefits and maintaining 
positive relationships. There was only one exception to this observed pattern. Preference 
for coercive power, while being positively associated with vertical individualism, was 
also negatively associated with horizontal collectivism. This finding, although it may 
provide further support for the self/other concern dimensions, is indicative of a different 
pattern of associations between the cultural orientation variables and preference for each 
power base. The confirmatory factor analysis of the power base items may also provide 
support for this assertion, as the confirmatory factor analysis was not fully supportive of a 
clear distinction between reward and coercive power as instrumental power bases and 
expert and referent power as relational power bases (fit indices reflected greater model fit 
for the four-factor model than the two-factor model). Thus, it may be that these power 
bases are also related in other ways. As such, although the obtained results did provide 
some support for the instrumental-relational distinction, there was also some evidence 
that other patterns may exist. One possible example of an alternative pattern that may 
exist concerns the potential of referent power to be different in nature from all of the 
other power bases (even those sharing a relational quality). As reward, coercive, or even 
expert power seem to involve more of a direct transfer of resources from the agent to the 
target, it seems that referent power may be transferred in a manner that is much more 
indirect. This possibility and its potential mechanisms are further discussed in the next 
section. 
It should also be noted that the strongest associations between cultural orientation 
and power base preference were evidenced with the reward, coercive, and expert power 
bases. This finding suggests that preferences for these three bases of power are more 
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tangible in nature as potential resources that may be used to influence a target. Thus, it 
may be that choosing to provide rewards, punishment, or expertise is seen as a resource 
that can be directly transferred from agent to target. In contrast, the weakest relations 
among cultural orientation and power base preference occurred with referent power, a 
finding that may be explained by the more emotional nature of this particular power base 
as compared to reward, coercive, or referent power. Although both expert and referent 
power have been identified as relational in nature, referent power is based on more 
personal qualities of the agent that attract the target. As, in the case of referent power, the 
potential resource is attractiveness or admiration, such a resource may not be directly 
transferred from the agent to the target as may be done with rewards, punishments, or 
expertise. As the scenario presented to participants did not provide any details about the 
personal attributes of James' supervisor (that may have made him more or less admirable 
to James) nor of their relationship, it may be that the specific context provided did not 
allow for such judgments to be made. 
When examining the relation between power base preference and choice of 
conflict strategy, a strong association between the two variables exists. This relation is 
considerably stronger than that found between either cultural orientation and conflict 
strategy preference or cultural orientation and power base preference. The results suggest 
some links between preferences for instrumental power bases and instrumental conflict 
strategies as well as between preferences for relational power bases and relational conflict 
strategies; however, the expected patterns were not found across all conflict strategy 
choices. Preference for dominating was positively associated with preference for reward 
and coercive power and, while a few studies have established the link between 
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preferences for coercive power and a dominating conflict strategy (Jamieson & Thomas, 
1974), other explorations of the association between these variables have provided mixed 
results at best. In contrast to those for preference for dominating, the findings for the 
choice of relational conflict strategies (obliging, integrating, compromising) were mixed 
and did not fit the expected patterns. One possible reason for this may be the 
aforementioned unique properties of choosing referent power as a potential resource that 
is used more indirectly as compared with choosing reward or coercive power. Due to its 
emotional nature, this power base preference may operate very differently from that of 
the other power bases, even those also considered relational in nature. 
Although preference for obliging was positively associated with choosing referent 
power (a relational power base), counter to expectations, it was not associated with 
choosing expert power. In addition, and also unexpected, preference for obliging was 
positively associated with choosing reward power (an instrumental power base). 
Although the former finding was rather intuitive and has been demonstrated in previous 
studies (Jamieson & Thomas, 1974; Rahim & Buntzman, 1989), the latter was 
unexpected. However, considering employee motivations may provide some insight into 
this association. This relation could be a product of impression management (also known 
as ingratiation), or the process by which individuals are motivated to behave in a way that 
influences how others perceive them, often to achieve their own ends. As such, choice of 
a reward power base may relate to obliging when individuals choose to please others by 
the use of incentives in order to achieve desired ends. If these individuals were motivated 
to achieve success in their social interactions (especially if this success is linked to some 
personal gain), then obliging would be a strategic choice in order to achieve these ends, 
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chosen with the motive of masking selfish intention (Leung & Kim, 2007; Yukl & 
Tracey, 1992). As such, supervisors with a preference for reward power may actually 
choose to appease their employees by obliging simply because it will get them what they 
want in the long run; the expectation on the part of the supervisor is that these employees 
will remember to return the favour in the future. 
As expected, preference for integrating was found to be positively associated with 
choosing expert power (a relational power base). Similar links between preferences for 
expert power and integrating have been established in previous studies (Rahim & 
Buntzman, 1989). However, the lack of a positive association with choosing referent 
power (a relational power base) and the existence of a negative association with 
preference for coercive power (an instrumental power base) were both unanticipated. The 
latter finding makes intuitive sense because decreased preference for punishing others is 
suggestive of increased concern for others, which also characterizes the choice to 
integrate. This finding, although it may provide further support for the self/other concern 
dimensions, is again indicative of a different pattern of associations between preferences 
for the power bases and choice of each conflict strategy. As the fit indices for the 
confirmatory factor analysis of the conflict strategy items reflected greater model fit for 
the four-factor model than the two-factor model, this also indicates that the distinction 
between preference for dominating as an instrumental conflict strategy and preferences 
for obliging, integrating, and compromising as relational conflict strategies may not be 
entirely clear. As such, although the obtained results did provide some support for the 
instrumental-relational distinction, there was also a great deal of evidence that, especially 
in the case of conflict strategy preferences, other patterns may exist that need to be 
considered along with these dimensions in order to form a more comprehensive model of 
conflict management. One possible example of an alternative pattern that may exist 
concerns the potential for preference for obliging to act as either a relational conflict 
strategy (when accommodation is rooted in a concern for others) or as an instrumental 
conflict strategy (when accommodation is rooted in a concern for oneself). In this way, 
conflict strategy preferences may play a dual role emphasizing either instrumental or 
relational concerns depending on the situation; perhaps certain contextual influences 
highlight the concern for self dimension more than the concern for others dimensions or 
vice versa. Investigating these relations across several conflict contexts may help to 
determine whether these variables are less transsituationally stable that originally 
understood. 
Although no positive association between preferences for compromising and 
expert power (a relational power base) was found, the results did demonstrate a positive 
association between choosing compromising and referent power (a relational power 
base). Similar links between preferences for referent power and compromising have also 
been established in previous studies (Rahim & Buntzman, 1989). 
It should also be noted that the strongest associations between power base and 
conflict strategy preferences were evidenced with the dominating, integrating, and 
obliging conflict strategies, suggesting that preference for obliging is more influenced by 
power base preference variables than cultural orientation variables in this setting. In fact, 
and consistent with the result obtained from the prior analysis of the relation between 
cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference, this may be the result of context-
based differences stemming from the specific scenario presented to participants. It may 
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be that power-based aspects of the vignette were very salient to participants and this was 
reflected in their ratings. In contrast, the weakest associations between power base 
preference and choice of conflict strategy occurred with compromising, a finding that 
may be explained by the nature of compromising as a conflict strategy characterized by a 
moderate level of concern for both the self and others. As a conflict strategy, 
compromising is neither fully instrumental nor fully relational and occurs when both 
parties choose to give and take to resolve the conflict. 
Overall, the results demonstrate that an individual's choice of conflict strategy is 
influenced by both cultural orientation and power base preference; however, power base 
choice was a better predictor of conflict strategy preference than cultural orientation. 
Several potential explanations for this pattern of results exist. These range from 
contextual influences of the particular scenario that was presented to the possibility that 
conflict strategy preference is simply more influenced by power base preference than 
cultural orientation; in fact, choice of power base may serve to explain the association 
between cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference. 
Another important finding of this study concerns the mediating role of power base 
preference within the relation between cultural orientation and conflict strategy 
preference. In several cases, power base preference was shown to significantly mediate 
the association between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy. Here again 
the results suggested that specific patterns of relationships exist in which certain power 
base preferences differentially mediate the cultural orientation-conflict strategy 
preference association. Using the Baron and Kenny (1986) test for mediation, three cases 
of partial mediation were suggested. Preferences for reward, coercive, and expert power 
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were all thought to be partial mediators of the cultural orientation-conflict strategy 
preference relation. Tests for the indirect effects were subsequently conducted in order to 
determine the significance of the mediated effects and confirm that mediation had indeed 
occurred (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Based on the results of these tests, preferences for 
reward, coercive, and expert power were found to be significant mediators of the cultural 
orientation-conflict strategy preference relation. Specifically, preferences for reward and 
coercive power were found to partially mediate the relation between vertical 
individualism and preference for dominating; whereas, preference for expert power was 
found to partially mediate the relation between horizontal collectivism and preference for 
integrating (see Figure 4).11 
That only preferences for the reward, coercive, and expert bases of power served 
as partial mediators is an interesting finding and seems to reflect the strength of their 
associations with the respective cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference 
associations they mediate; thus, preferences for reward and coercive power partially 
explain the relation between vertical individualism and preference for dominating while 
preference for expert power partially explains the association between horizontal 
collectivism and preference for integrating. The former link, emphasizing greater concern 
for the self and personal goals, is somewhat intuitive and reflects the manner in which 
self-focused values lead one to choose self-focused resources which, in turn, lead to 
11
 It is important to note that both simple mediation models and multiple mediation models were 
analyzed for comparison and both tests for mediation did not seem to converge (see Appendix Q). Use of 
Preacher and Hayes' (2008) macro for SPSS held dual benefits in this regard, allowing for both a test of the 
indirect effect of each mediator on the predictor-criterion association while holding the others constant and 
a test of the indirect effect of each mediator with other mediators being taken into account. Thus, analyzing 
the potential power base preference mediators sequentially versus simultaneously did influence the results, 
but not to a great extent. It did, however, bring to light a lack of independence of the reward and coercive 
power base preference mediators. 
choices of self-focused goal attainment strategies. Within this relation, the common link 
among the variables of cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict 
strategy is one of instrumentality which focuses on achieving desired ends. Thus, 
preference for the more instrumental bases of power serves to explain the association 
between a vertical individualist cultural orientation and preference for the more 
instrumental conflict strategy of dominating. The former link (vertical individualism-
dominating through preferences for reward and coercive power) is in direct contrast with 
the latter link (horizontal collectivism-integrating through preference for expert power), 
emphasizing greater concern for others and group goals, as it reflects the manner in 
which other-focused values lead one to choose other-focused resources which, in turn, 
lead to choices of other-focused goal attainment strategies. Within this association, the 
common link among the variables of cultural orientation, power base preference, and 
choice of conflict strategy is one of relationality and one which focuses on maintaining 
positive relationships. Thus, preference for the more relational bases of power serves to 
explain the association between a horizontal collectivist cultural orientation and 
preference for the more relational conflict strategy of integrating. 
The inconsistency of the findings obtained from the simple mediation model 
approach and the multiple mediation model approach in the case of preference for 
coercive power was rather interesting. A test of the indirect effect of preference for 
coercive power suggested no significant mediated effect when mediation was assessed 
simultaneously with preference for reward power (even though both power base 
preferences were found to act as partial mediators when analyzed separately). Thus, when 
explored together, only preference for reward power was identified as a partial mediator 
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of the relation between vertical individualism and preference for dominating, and 
preference for coercive power seemed to simply drop out of the equation. Upon further 
consideration of the possible causes of such an effect, it may be that this difference is due 
to the high level of correlation between preferences for reward and coercive power (r = 
.43,/? < .01); in fact, this correlation is indicative of the confounding relation between 
preferences for both reward power and coercive power, as it is often difficult to 
distinguish between what is considered a reward and what is considered punishment (for 
example, the presence of an incentive may be considered a reward while at the same time 
the absence of that same incentive may be considered a punishment; French and Raven, 
1959). Perhaps, both mediators have indirect effects when explored separately but not 
when they are together. Since the present study established the role of preference for 
coercive power as a partial mediator of the relation between vertical individualism and 
preference for dominating through the simple mediation model approach, it can be 
concluded that preference for coercive power does indeed partially mediate this relation; 
however, definitive conclusions about the independence of the mediating effects of 
preferences for reward and coercive power cannot be made. 
That preference for referent power did not serve as a mediator of the relation 
between cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference may be of even more interest 
as a finding when one considers the reasons for this lack of association. One possible 
explanation for the obtained findings is that the particular scenario that was presented to 
participants did not allow for any judgments to be made about James' supervisor or his 
relationship with James (that may have made him more or less admirable to James). 
Alternatively, it may be that while preferences for the reward, coercive, and expert power 
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bases have direct causal relationships with the respective cultural orientation and conflict 
strategy preferences that they mediate, preference for the referent base of power is 
indirectly related to cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference. The difference 
between preferences for the other power bases and referent power is that the former 
involve concrete resources (reward, punishment, expertise) that can be transferred 
directly from agent to target; whereas, the resource associated with the latter is not so 
direct. Admiration is not something that is as tangible a resource as the others and as such 
the process through which it is used to influence another may involve an entirely different 
mechanism. It may be that preference for referent power is influenced by preference for 
the other power bases; for example, if a supervisor rewards an employee, that same 
supervisor may subsequently be more admired by the employee. Thus, preference for 
referent power may act as a mediator through a causal chain involving other power bases 
(i.e., IV - MED1 - MED2 - DV). In this regard, statistical software does exist that 
analyzes such causal chain-type mediating relationships. As such, this may be the subject 
of future investigations into the relations among cultural orientation, power base 
preference, and choice of conflict strategy. 
Overall, the results demonstrate that certain power base preferences serve to 
explain the relation between cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference; in other 
words, some power base choices partially mediate the association between cultural 
orientation and conflict strategy preference. These findings support the contention that 
power-based elements are very salient to social interactions within an organization, 
perhaps even more so than those that are culture-based. Furthermore, the patterns of 
associations between the variables of interest lend support to the existence of both the 
instrumental and relational dimensions, as only preference for the instrumental cultural 
orientations aligned with preference for the instrumental power bases/conflict strategies 
and only preference for the relational cultural orientations aligned with preference for the 
relational power bases/conflict strategies. Thus, the findings obtained from the present 
study provide a unique contribution to the culture, power, and conflict literatures by 
uncovering the mediating roles of preferences for reward, coercive, and expert power; the 
fact that preference for referent power did not act as a mediator highlights the need to 
further explore the mechanisms through which power base preference mediates the 
relation between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy. 
In summary, the present study obtained interesting findings relating the concepts 
of cultural orientation, power base preference, and conflict strategy preference. 
Identifying instrumental and relational dimensions among each of these variables helps to 
better understand these constructs; where the results do not follow the expected patterns 
is also suggestive of other contextual factors that may influence these patterns. That an 
individual's choice of conflict strategy is more influenced by power base preference than 
cultural orientation to the extent that the former association accounts for the latter (via 
mediation) has also provided better insight into the conflict process. Several possible 
explanations for these findings exist and warrant further investigation. As few studies 
have attempted to investigate these three constructs together or to explore the role of 
power base preference as a mediator of the link between cultural orientation and conflict 
strategy preference, the present study has uncovered some novel findings relating to the 
associations among cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict 
strategy. Although this research has contributed to the literature, more work is still 
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needed to better understand the mediating role of power base choice within the cultural 
orientation-conflict strategy preference relation and the potential mechanisms underlying 
this relation. 
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Figure 4. Power Base Preference as a Partial Mediators of the Relation Between Cultural 
Orientation and Choice of Conflict Strategy 
Implications for Theory 
The theoretical considerations arising out of this study are manifold. The results 
lend themselves to furthering understanding of the relations among the theories of 
cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy and why the 
intersection of these variables is of interest. The suggested patterns of association identify 
common links that may cut across each construct; yet they also identify differential 
relations among them. Understanding where overlap exists and possible explanations 
where it is absent is crucial to understanding the theories themselves. Based on the 
obtained results, cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict 
strategy may be categorized into those that are instrumental and those that are relational 
in nature. Not all of the hypotheses delineating the instrumental-relational distinction 
were supported; however, the fact that the results obtained from the tests for mediation 
were consistent with this distinction is significant and provides further support for the 
existence of the instrumental and relational dimensions. Furthermore, in the cases where 
predictions were not supported, several contextual factors may have influenced the 
findings. Identifying these potential influences and acknowledging their effects upon the 
variables of interest is important and will help to form a more comprehensive theoretical 
model (Johns, 2006). 
Although the strength of association between cultural orientation and conflict 
strategy preference as well as power base choice and conflict strategy preference is 
similar, the amount of variance explained by each differs greatly. Power base preference 
is a better predictor of conflict strategy preference than cultural orientation, a finding that 
may have several potential explanations. One possible explanation for the weaker link 
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between cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference concerns the fact that the 
cultural values of individualism and collectivism may not be the only cultural factors 
influencing conflict strategy preference; other cultural values (such as power distance) 
may work with these variables to jointly influence conflict strategy preference. In 
addition, including cultural beliefs (such as spirituality) may also add greater explanatory 
power for conflict strategy preference. Bond et al. (2004) have demonstrated that the 
predictive power of culture increases greatly when combining both cultural values and 
beliefs as compared to that of each variable on its own. As culture itself is so multifaceted 
in nature, the variables we use to operationalize it or the items we use to measure it may 
need to reflect this breadth. 
Beyond those specifically concerning cultural influences, contextual variables 
may also play a role in determining conflict strategy preference and these variables may 
be much more central to the conflict process itself. In the present study, it is possible that 
contextual factors specific to the particular scenario participants were presented with may 
have impacted the scale ratings they provided such that the power-based features 
overshadowed those that were culture-based. As the scenario overtly provided power-
based information by emphasizing the fact that the manager was responsible for handling 
a conflict with his employee but did not provide any such culture-based information, 
participants may have considered culture less salient than power to the situation or may 
have emphasized particular power- or conflict-based aspects over others. Within differing 
work contexts, where differing organizational cultures may place more (or less) of an 
emphasis on power, instrumental concerns may be more (or less) salient than relational 
concerns. In this regard, situations may prime instrumental or relational identities by 
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highlighting independent or interdependent cultural orientations. Consider the 
interactions between two managers, two employees, and between a manager and an 
employee as an illustration of this process. In the first two situations, where the 
organizational level of the interacting parties is similar, the saliency of power may be 
reduced and the scenario itself may prime a relational identity, thus encouraging a 
preference for the more relational strategies of power and conflict. In contrast, in the 
latter situation, where the organizational level of the interacting parties is different, the 
saliency of power may be increased and the scenario itself may prime an instrumental 
identity, thus encouraging a preference for the more instrumental strategies of power and 
conflict. Considering other contextual determinants that may be just as relevant to the 
conflict process is important as these determinants need to be incorporated into 
comprehensive theoretical models of conflict as potential moderating variables. 
Another potential explanation for the weaker link between cultural orientation and 
conflict strategy preference stems from the possibility that intercultural and intracultural 
study findings are not necessarily parallel. Thus, where cross-national studies have 
identified specific patterns of association, these patterns may not exist at the individual 
level. This may be due in part to the fact that cross-national studies often sample from 
very specific environments (universities, manufacturing plants, etc.) within a country and 
then generalize the findings obtained from these unique samples to the entire nation. This 
is problematic because the findings may not accurately reflect the responses of 
individuals from different occupations, industries, or regions within that country. Often, 
such constraints are unavoidable due to practical considerations when conducting 
organizational studies. Yet, it is often the case that the intracultural variation within a 
country is greater than the intercultural variation (Hofstede, 1980; Kozan, 2002). Thus, 
there is a need to go beyond the current practice of treating cultures as homogeneous 
entities and explore the variation within cultures. Doing so will aid our understanding of 
when group- and individual-level patterns are different and why this is the case, perhaps 
even uncovering the need for separate theoretical models of cultural influence on conflict 
strategy preference at both levels of analysis. 
Last, and perhaps the most parsimonious among explanations, the weaker link 
between cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference may signify that cultural 
orientation is simply not as strong of a predictor of conflict strategy preference as is 
power base choice. Within an organizational context, where power-based issues are 
extremely salient, it follows that power base preference would better predict a 
supervisor's choice of conflict strategy. In fact, the power base-conflict strategy relation 
does indeed explain the cultural orientation-conflict strategy association through 
mediation, as discussed in the next section. 
Uncovering the mediating role of power base preference within the relation 
between cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference is an important finding and 
helps to further understand the associations among cultural orientation, power base 
preference, and choice of conflict strategy. These findings are novel yet unsurprising, 
providing some needed insight into the changing role of power base preference (from 
partial mediation to no mediation) and the possible mechanisms behind these changes. 
While not all of the mediational hypotheses were supported, patterns supporting the 
existence of an instrumental-relational distinction were observed. Preferences for reward 
and coercive power were shown to partially mediate the association between vertical 
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individualism and preference for dominating. Both reward and coercive power can be 
classified as instrumental, and both vertical individualism and dominating are 
characterized by higher concern for the self, suggesting a pattern which emphasizes a 
self-focus and a means-to-an-end approach. Thus, supervisors with a vertical individualist 
orientation are more likely to prefer a dominating conflict strategy, and this can be 
explained by their preference to reward or punish in order to influence their employees. 
In contrast, preference for expert power was shown to partially mediate the association 
between horizontal collectivism and preference for integrating. Expert power can be 
classified as relational, and both horizontal collectivism and integrating are characterized 
by higher concern for others, suggesting a pattern in which other-focus and an altruistic 
approach takes precedence. Thus, supervisors with a horizontal collectivist orientation are 
more likely to prefer an integrating conflict strategy, and this can be explained by their 
preference to share wisdom or expertise in order to influence their employees. Although 
cultural orientation does play a role in predicting conflict strategy preference, power base 
choice is a better predictor of conflict strategy preference and is therefore central to 
understanding this relation. As such, theories of conflict strategy choice need to account 
for the greater influence of power base preference in the conflict process and researchers 
need to place more of an emphasis on studying which power base preference variables 
are more or less important in predicting choice of conflict strategy. This will help to form 
a more comprehensive model of the conflict process, one that places greater emphasis on 
the role of power base choice within this process. 
In summary, this research has provided a unique theoretical contribution to the 
conflict literature, also providing relevant insights into the culture and power literatures. 
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The findings obtained from the present study have clarified the respective roles of 
cultural orientation and power base preference in the conflict process. This exploration of 
the associations among cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict 
strategy made it possible to identify specific patterns of relations among the variables, to 
compare and contrast the influences of cultural orientation and power base choice on 
conflict strategy preference and, as a result, to uncover some novel findings about the role 
of power base preference as a mediator. The results helped to establish the distinction 
between the instrumental and relational characteristics of cultural orientation, power base 
preference, and choice of conflict strategy and, through an examination of where the 
findings did and did not fit the expected patterns, helped to explore the potential 
influences of contextual factors. The results also helped to compare the relative 
influences of cultural orientation and power base choice on conflict strategy preference, 
identifying cultural orientation as the weaker predictor of conflict strategy preference. 
Furthermore, power base preference was found to explain the association between 
cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference, acting as a partial mediator of the 
cultural orientation-conflict strategy preference relation. These findings have several 
potential explanations, each with its own theoretical implications. Such findings may 
have been caused by contextual influences stemming from the nature of the specific 
scenario presented to participants. Alternatively, they may have been suggestive of 
different models operating at the group and individual levels of analysis. Or they simply 
reflect the fact that power base preference demonstrates better predictive ability, 
highlighting the importance of power-based features to the conflict process. Although the 
findings obtained from the present study are indeed novel and do provide a unique 
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contribution to the conflict literature, future theoretical models also need to account for 
the complexity of the conflict process by including more antecedent and outcome factors. 
Further research exploring the mediating role of power base preference within the 
cultural orientation-conflict strategy preference relation and the potential influence of 
contextual factors is also crucial to understanding these relations. 
Implications for Practice 
Understanding the intersection of cultural orientation, power base preference, and 
choice of conflict strategy has obvious theoretical implications, but also many 
implications for behaviour within an organizational setting. Overall, the results highlight 
patterns of instrumentality and relationality within the associations among cultural 
orientation, power base choice, and conflict strategy preference, they identify power base 
choice as a better predictor of conflict strategy preference than cultural orientation, they 
establish power base choice as a mediator of the cultural orientation-conflict strategy 
preference relation, and provide additional support for the existence of similar patterns 
across the mediating relations that were observed. Furthermore, this association between 
an individual's cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference may also be subject to 
myriad contextual influences. Thus, supervisors who are oriented toward others often 
choose conflict strategies that are also more other-focused, and this may be explained by 
their preference for the relational bases of power; while supervisors who are oriented 
away from others often choose conflict strategies that are also more self-focused due to 
their preference for the instrumental bases of power. Of interest here, however, are the 
implications (both practical and potential) of the obtained findings for a wide array of 
factors such as why these individuals are motivated to work, the nature of their 
interactions with others in the workplace, the effectiveness of their leadership, and the 
extent to which they feel satisfied in their work roles. 
Addressing the practical implications arising out of the present study, the results 
can be applied to understanding the factors that motivate an individual to work. The 
observed patterns among these concepts may manifest themselves within an organization 
in different ways for different individuals. For example, if a supervisor is more oriented 
toward self-focus and has a preference for the more instrumental power bases and 
conflict strategies, it is highly likely that this individual is motivated to work for financial 
gain or heightened status and sees workplace interaction as a means for getting ahead 
more than any other relational purposes (such as helping others or making friends). 
Furthermore, power-based factors may be more influential than those that are culture-
based in predicting conflict strategy preference. For example, a supervisor's preference 
for instrumental power bases will most likely be the stronger reason for choosing 
instrumental conflict strategies, and thus more likely to predict self-focused work 
motivations such as monetary gain and career prestige. In addition, other contextual 
factors such as conflict type and situational urgency may also influence the associations 
among cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy. For 
example, comparing the person-based conflict presented to participants in this study to a 
conflict that is more task-based, participants may have access to both the instrumental 
and relational strategies but may prefer to match the strategic approach with the type of 
conflict, thus choosing a relational approach in response to a person-based conflict and 
choosing an instrumental approach in response to a task-based conflict. As another 
example, with supervisors who are more oriented toward group-focus and prefer the more 
relational power bases and conflict strategies, elements of situational urgency may elicit 
choices of power bases and conflict strategies that are more instrumental in nature (Brew 
& Cairns, 2004a). As such, the urgent nature of the situation may take priority over the 
supervisor's personal preferences. In contrast, with self-focused supervisors who prefer 
the more instrumental power bases and conflict strategies, this link will most likely be 
enhanced in situations deemed urgent or critical (Brew & Cairns, 2004a). 
Beyond work motivations, the associations among cultural orientation, power 
base preference, and choice of conflict strategy can also be applied to specific 
organizational outcomes, suggesting links that may extend the findings obtained from the 
present study to relate with relevant findings in the literature. Variables such as conflict 
escalation/de-escalation, employee satisfaction with supervision, and supervisor-
employee communication in the context of leadership are but a few of the outcomes that 
may be affected by the obtained results. Although these outcomes were not included as 
variables in the present study, discussing the manner in which the obtained results might 
influence these outcome factors may help to better understand the conflict process as a 
whole and suggest future avenues of research. 
Prior research has established a link between preference for the reward and 
coercive power bases and conflict escalation as well as preference for the expert and 
referent power bases and conflict de-escalation, implying an association between 
preferences for relational power and cooperation (Medina, Munduate, & Guerra, 2008). 
Similarly, previous studies have also made an association between preference for a 
dominating conflict strategy and conflict escalation as well as preferences for an obliging 
and integrating strategy and conflict de-escalation (Friedman, Tidd, Currall, & Tsai, 
2000). Thus, it is possible to identify a pattern of relations between these variables in 
which instrumental cultural orientation, power base preference, and conflict strategy 
preference variables lead to increased conflict; whereas, relational cultural orientation, 
power bas preference, and conflict strategy preference variables lead to reduced conflict. 
It follows from these potential implications that preference for the instrumental power 
bases and conflict strategies are not always the optimal choices because they may 
escalate levels of conflict. In contrast, preference for the relational power bases and 
conflict strategies are often better choices because they minimize levels of conflict. 
Previous studies have also established links between satisfaction with supervision 
and preference for expert and referent power (Rahim, 1989; Rahim, Kim, & Kim, 1994) 
as well as preference for an integrating conflict strategy (Rahim & Buntzman, 1989). 
Although the pattern of relations between these variables does not neatly distinguish 
between the instrumental and relational approaches, a trend still does exist in which 
preferences for expert, referent power, and integrating (both characterized by an 
increased concern for others, a relational quality) lead to increased satisfaction with 
supervision. Thus, it follows from these potential implications that the preference for 
expert and referent power as well as integrating is an optimal choice because supervisors 
who choose either of these will most likely be seen as caring and compassionate by the 
employees working for them. 
Studies linking leadership with the instrumental and relational patterns identified 
in the present study have demonstrated similar patterns of association, correlating 
effective leadership to preferences for expert and referent power (the relational power 
bases), rather than power base choices considered instrumental (Yukl, 1998; Yukl & 
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Falbe, 1991). These findings also have implications for the concepts of transactional and 
transformational leadership (Bass, 1985; Burns, 1978), which focus on an instrumental 
and relational approach to management, respectively. To this effect, previous studies 
have linked preferences for reward and coercive power with transactional leadership and 
preferences for expert and referent power with transformational leadership (Atwater & 
Yammarino, 1996). For example, if a supervisor is more group-focused and prefers the 
more relational power bases and conflict strategies, it is highly likely that this individual 
will place more of an emphasis on building a team than other instrumental purposes (such 
as getting the job done and moving to the next project) and that successful team building 
will lead to higher satisfaction than successful projects. Thus, it may be possible to 
identify a pattern of relations between these variables in which instrumental cultural 
orientation, power base choice, and conflict strategy preference variables lead to lowered 
managerial effectiveness as compared with cultural orientation, power base choice, and 
conflict strategy preference variables that are relational in nature. 
Yet other implications for the obtained findings extend to the realms of mediation 
and negotiation, as approaching an issue with an instrumental versus a relational 
approach may lead to very different processes and outcomes. In addition, the salience of 
power-based issues and contextual factors (inherent in the processes of both mediation 
and negotiation) may play an integral role in these processes. For example, parties with 
an instrumental orientation may be more likely to emphasize instrumental concerns such 
as financial or status interests, and simply obtaining results rather than relational concerns 
such as trust and cooperation during the negotiation process. Similar patterns may also be 
seen when mediators are asked to represent the parties in negotiation, as the mediator 
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may also have a tendency toward one approach versus the other. Thus, an increased 
awareness of the influence of adopting an instrumental or relational approach on 
negotiation and training in an individual's non-dominant approach may serve to aid the 
negotiation process itself. Indeed if, as the findings obtained from the present study 
suggest, there is less of an influence of cultural orientation than power base preference on 
choice of conflict strategy, then efforts at intervention should be aimed at altering 
managers' choice of power bases in such a way as to encourage them to choose power 
bases that they might not usually prefer to use. This goal can be achieved through training 
initiatives that help managers to increase their awareness of their own biases, understand 
that preferences for an instrumental or relational approach may or may not be appropriate 
for particular contexts, and acknowledge the need to adjust accordingly in order for 
effective negotiation to occur. 
In summary, the relations among cultural orientation, power base preference, and 
choice of conflict strategy speak to how diversity plays itself out within an organization, 
how power base preference is used as a potential resource and its relative impact on 
workplace dynamics, and how differences in opinions, goals, and behaviours influence 
supervisors, employees, and the organizations in which they interact. Identifying specific 
patterns within the associations among cultural orientation, power base preference, and 
choice of conflict strategy as well as recognizing these same pattern within the mediating 
relations, the obtained findings show that the power base preferences of supervisors 
outweigh (and even partially account for) the influence of cultural orientation when it 
comes to selecting a conflict strategy. As a result, these findings highlight the need for 
intervention efforts to be aimed at adapting managers' choices of power bases to fit the 
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needs of the situation rather than their own preferences, and understanding that the 
potential influence of contextual factors (such as situational urgency) is great. Thus, the 
findings of this research extend to everything from work motivations and workplace 
interactions to leadership and managing within a multicultural workplace. 
Limitations 
Despite the numerous theoretical and practical implications that have resulted 
from this study, there are several limitations that need to be discussed. One such 
limitation is the use of self-report data, which may lend itself to common method 
variance. As a result, systematic measurement error may serve to bias the estimates of the 
relations among the constructs of interest. In this regard, however, as the observed 
correlations among the variables of interest range from very low to very high, this finding 
provides some evidence against common method variance. 
Another possible limitation relates to measurement issues concerning the cultural 
scales used in the present study. As such, the extremely low reliability values of the 
Dorfman and Howell Cultural Values Scale (1988) are not reflective of other studies that 
have used this measure and thus might be suggestive of a sample-specific issue. Also 
applicable to the Singelis et al. (1995) Cultural Values Scale that was retained for use in 
the analysis, the lower alpha values may in part be caused by an increased variation of 
scores on these measures. As Cronbach alpha values take variance into account, and 
pancultural measures are known to reflect a larger range of responses simply due to their 
measurement of broad cultural constructs, the lowered scale reliabilities are to some 
extent expected and evidenced in the literature (Singelis, Hubbard, Her, & An, 2003). 
When these reliabilities are as low as those of the individualism, collectivism, and power 
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distance subscales of the Dorfman and Howell Cultural Values Scale, then the researcher 
has no option but to exclude the measure from the analysis. As a result, it may have been 
useful to include other well-established scales measuring cultural orientation (such as the 
cultural scales from the GLOBE study; House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, & Gupta, 
2004) in an effort to combat the issues concerning reliability. However, as in the case of 
the Singelis et al. Cultural Values Scale, comparable reliability values have been reported 
in the literature and justify retaining this scale in the analysis, even though they fall below 
the .7 cutoff value advocated by Nunnally and Bernstein (1994). 
Yet another study limitation relates to the conflict scenario presented to 
participants before answering the power- and conflict-based scale items. In order to 
control for conflict type, all participants were presented with a single, specific conflict 
scenario in order to ensure that respondents were thinking about the same scenario when 
responding to the survey. In selecting the scenario, the researcher's intention was to 
select a conflict situation that is very common to many workplace environments. 
However, it may be that this particular conflict scenario was not relevant to participants 
in this particular sample. As conflicts can also be task- or process-based, with varying 
responses to each type of conflict, it may have been useful to include all three types of 
conflicts within the survey design. In fact, person-oriented conflict has been shown to 
generate a more negative response than task-oriented conflict (Tse, Francis & Walls, 
1994). In this respect, participants' responses may be specific to this type of conflict and 
may not be reflective of their responses to task- or process-based conflict. Alternatively, 
it may not have been the scenario itself that participants could not relate to, but rather the 
supervisor with whom they were asked to identify. As the majority of participants in this 
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particular sample were non-management employees, it may be that they related more to 
the target of the scenario (James) rather than the agent (the supervisor) and responded 
accordingly. Thus, the scenario itself (context and characters) may have influenced 
participants' ability to relate to the conflict and their subsequent ratings. 
A related limitation concerns the use of scenarios in power- and conflict-based 
research as a whole. Much of the studies that have been conducted on power and conflict 
have used a variety of measures and various operationalizations of the constructs. Some 
of the earlier research (and subsequent conclusions) are linked to more general measures 
of power and conflict, whether this is in the form of presence/absence, frequency, or type. 
More recently, however, researchers have moved toward using scenario-based measures 
in an effort to contextualize the construct and control for potential confounds. 
Furthermore, within the scenario-based measures, some researchers ask participants to 
use examples from their own lives, while others provide a general scenario (low/high 
conflict) to which the participants are asked to respond, and still others provide a more 
specific scenario (task/person/process conflict). Although much of the recent work 
involving preferences for power base and conflict strategy does involve the use of 
scenarios, there still exists a great deal of variation among the type of scenario used in 
measures of power and conflict. As such, study findings may vary as a function of 
general versus specific scenario type. Use of a general rather than specific scenario may 
allow participants to make assumptions about the specific details surrounding a particular 
context that have not been explicitly provided and thus influence their interpretations; as 
these assumptions will most likely be based on their own personal experiences, responses 
to the scenario-based items may be subject to confounding. In the present study, the use 
of a specific scenario may have served as both an advantage and a limitation, as it 
allowed for the consistency of responses across participants (each participant was given 
the same details) yet it may have acted as an artifact of the study and thus restricted the 
conclusions that can be made. 
An additional limitation concerns the fact that, in response to the specific 
scenario presented, participants were asked to respond to the vignette with a rating of 
what they think the supervisor in the scenario should do rather than what they think the 
supervisor would do. The intention behind asking participants to rate what they think 
should be done instead of what would be done if they were adopting the role of the 
supervisor was twofold; it was meant to both parallel the cultural value ratings that they 
provided in an earlier section of the survey and to minimize response bias by asking 
participants to provide ratings for what they think someone else (rather than themselves) 
should do. Although intended to increase the validity and comparability of the responses, 
participants may have provided ratings that do not reflect what participants would 
themselves do within the scenario. For example, participants may have attributed certain 
characteristics to the supervisor within the scenario and attempted to provide responses 
based on these assumptions. Although a potential solution to this problem is to ask 
participants to describe their own conflict scenarios based on personal experience and 
provide ratings based on what they did in this context, such a solution was not feasible 
since it would have made comparisons across respondents difficult. 
Finally, lack of generalizability is another limitation of this study. Working in 
increasingly multicultural environments, medical radiation technologists are not a well-
studied group and would greatly benefit from research efforts exploring the influences of 
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culture, power, and conflict; however, the fact that there are not a lot of studies exploring 
the conflict strategy preferences of this particular population highlights the lack of studies 
for comparison and the resultant risk of sample-specific results. Several issues relating to 
sampling (some of which have been addressed in previous sections) warrant mention. As 
the study focused on a very specific population, namely medical radiation technologists, 
there may be differences that exist in this particular sample or this particular job 
environment that might not be reflected in the working population as a whole. Although 
this particular group might have provided different cultural orientation, power base 
choice, and conflict strategy preference ratings simply by virtue of their own experiences 
as technologists, the obtained findings are still very relevant as they do further 
understanding of these influences at work. For example, being a medical professional 
may be indicative of an orientation toward others which, in turn, might reflect some of 
the findings obtained in this study. Beyond issues of external validity, differences may 
also exist in this sample that might not be reflected in other samples from the same 
population. Due to the numerous recruitment challenges faced during the research 
process, the sample was not as diverse as was originally expected. With a sample that is 
more predominantly female and a cultural breakdown that is characterized by reduced 
ethnic diversity, it is expected that participants' responses may have biased the results. As 
women are more likely then men to be oriented toward others, the larger proportion of 
women that characterizes the sample may have influenced the findings; however, the 
presence of both instrumental and relational patterns does not seem to support this. In 
addition, the decreased ethnic diversity of the sample may also have served to influence 
the results; yet, the range of ratings for the cultural orientation items (the manner in 
which the present study operationalized culture) also does not seem to support this. 
In addition to the unique characteristics of the sample that was surveyed, the 
unique nature of the job may have also influenced the findings. For example, as the job 
roles of medical radiation technologists are fairly clear and unambiguous, it may be that a 
higher level of role clarity is associated with a preference for a more relational approach 
toward conflict simply because there is less of a need to choose instrumental strategies in 
order to teach the employees what is expected of them on the job. However, the presence 
of both instrumental and relational patterns does not seem to provide support for this 
assertion. Nonetheless, the obtained results and the associated interpretations may be 
limited to the particular sample of technologists that were surveyed or the particular 
characteristics of their job roles. 
Future Considerations 
As discussed, the findings obtained from this study have many theoretical and 
practical implications. To fully explore the potential contribution of these results, further 
research is necessary. Future research endeavours could take several directions. For 
example, exploring the potential influence of contextual factors on the relations among 
cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict strategy may prove 
fruitful in determining how well the observed patterns hold up across situations. As such, 
the scenario used in the present study could be altered in a number of ways, from either 
presenting participants with a different type of conflict (task- or process-based) to 
providing specific contextual information (crisis or non-crisis situation). 
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Further investigation of the relation among the cultural orientation, power base 
preference, and conflict strategy preference variables by including other individual 
difference variables (such as empathic concern, neuroticism, and emotional intelligence) 
for comparison may also provide some further insight into the instrumental and relational 
distinctions supported by this study. In addition, comparing the cultural orientation, 
power base preference, and conflict strategy preference variables with other 
organizational outcome variables (such as job performance, commitment, and burnout) 
may help to better understand the mechanisms underlying the interrelationships among 
these variables. 
Also, inclusion of a larger qualitative section within surveys exploring 
participants' opinions, thoughts, and reactions to issues of cultural orientation, power 
base choice, and conflict strategy preference may provide additional insight into their 
own personal experiences and unique definitions of what these concepts mean to them. 
Asking participants about how they think cultural orientation, power base preference, and 
choice of conflict strategy might relate may help to provide different potential 
explanations for the associations demonstrated in the results. As an added benefit, 
directly asking participants about their own respective contexts would provide 
information regarding the behaviours that these individuals actually engage in, rather than 
what they think they might do (attitudes versus behaviours). 
As power base preference was found to differentially mediate the relation 
between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy, further exploration of the 
observed differences across power base choice would also provide some additional 
insight into the specific relations of each of the power base preference variables with the 
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cultural orientation and conflict strategy preference variables. As not all of the power 
bases acted as partial mediators (while none of them acted as complete mediators), these 
differential relations merit further investigation. Specifically, exploring the mechanisms 
through which mediation is occurring, and whether this follows a direct or indirect 
mediating path, may help to better understand power base preference as a potential 
resource and the nature of the relations among the power bases. 
Last, as this study intended to explore the predictive power of cultural orientation 
relative to power base preference in determining choice of conflict strategy, investigating 
these variables in multiple contexts with respect to sampling may provide some further 
insight into the potential mechanisms underlying these causal links. Replicating these 
findings in other samples of medical radiation technologists would be a good first step for 
future researchers. In addition, it would be useful to explore the potential effects of 
gender and religious affiliation to determine whether they alter the causal relations among 
the variables of interest. Previous research has suggested that these demographic 
variables may serve as moderators and, as problems with insufficient sample sizes have 
prevented the exploration of such interactions in the present study, future studies could 
test for moderation. Beyond replicating the obtained findings in other samples, doing so 
in other industries or work environments with varying job characteristics (such as role 
clarity) would also help to increase the generalizability of the results. For example, 
comparing medical radiation technologists to various working populations such as 
nursing and engineering may help to establish both the existence of the instrumental and 
relational patterns and the extent to which they are context-dependent. Finally, as the 
present study explored the extent to which cultural orientation and power base preference 
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predicted choice of conflict strategy at the individual level, investigating these variables 
in another cultural context would also be useful. Looking for a similar pattern of results at 
the group-level would allow for a more direct assessment of whether intracultural and 
intercultural findings overlap and what this might mean for the relevant theories of 
culture, power, and conflict. 
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Conclusions 
This study explored the relations among cultural orientation, power base 
preference, and choice of conflict strategy. The results suggested that the three concepts 
are related, that power base choice can be a better predictor of conflict strategy 
preference than cultural orientation, and that power base choice can act as a mediator of 
the relation between cultural orientation and choice of conflict strategy. Furthermore, 
they suggest that cultural orientation, power base preference, and choice of conflict 
strategy may not be as transsituationally stable as originally thought, although additional 
replication of the findings obtained in the present study is needed before such conclusions 
can be made. As such, the contextual properties of workplace interactions are critical, 
perhaps even moderating the cultural orientation-conflict strategy preference relation. 
Although not all hypotheses were supported, the obtained findings are novel and 
of interest to both researchers and practitioners alike. This research extends the already 
established connections between cultural orientation and power base choice, cultural 
orientation and conflict strategy preference, and power base choice and conflict strategy 
preference, while attempting to incorporate all of these concepts into a coherent model. 
The implications for the results and their potential links to a number of specific 
organizational outcomes such as work motivations, conflict escalation/de-escalation, 
satisfaction with supervision, and managerial effectiveness extend to the fields of 
mediation, negotiation, communication, leadership, and managing in a multicultural 
organization. 
While this research has provided a unique contribution to the sparse literature 
examining cultural orientation, power base choice, and conflict strategy preference within 
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a single study, further research is still needed in order to confirm the observed findings 
and determine their relevance to organizational behaviour theory and practice. 
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Appendix A 
Demographic Data Questions 
1. What is your gender? 
O Female 
O Male 
2. If applicable, what is the gender of your supervisor? 
O Female 
O Male 
O Not Applicable 
3. What is your age? 
4. What's the highest level of education you have completed? 
O High school 
O College Diploma 
O Undergraduate degree 
O Graduate degree - Master's level 
O Graduate degree - Doctoral level 
O Other professional certification 
O Other (Please specify): 
What is your ethnicity? 
O White or Caucasian 
O Black or African Canadian/American 
O East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese) 
O Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 
O South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani) 
O Aboriginal or Native Canadian/American 
O West Asian/Middle Eastern (e.g., Arab) 
O Hispanic/Latino 
O Other (Please specify): 
5. Do you have a religious affiliation or identity with a particular religion? 
O Yes 
O No 
6. What is your religion? 
O Not Applicable 
O Buddhist 
O Christian 
O Hindu 
O Jewish 
O Muslim 
O Sikh 
O Other (Please specify): 
7. Where do you work? 
O Hospital 
O Clinic 
O Technical College 
O University 
O Multiple Sites 
O Other (Please specify): 
8. Where do you primarily work? 
O Hospital 
O Clinic 
O Technical College 
O University 
O Other (Please specify): 
9. What is the nature of your work? 
O Radiological Technologist 
O Radiation Therapist 
O Nuclear Medicine Technologist 
O Magnetic Resonance Technologist 
O Other (Please specify): 
10. What Canadian province or territory do you work in? 
O Alberta 
O British Columbia 
O Manitoba 
O New Brunswick 
O Newfoundland and Labrador 
O Nova Scotia 
O Nunavut 
O Northwest Territories 
O Ontario 
O Prince Edward Island 
O Quebec 
O Saskatchewan 
O Yukon 
O outside Canada 
11. What is your job title? 
12. What is your employment status? 
O Full-time 
O Part-time 
O Other (Please specify): 
13. How long, in months, have you been employed at your current organization? 
14. How long, in months, have you been in your current position? 
15. How long, in months, have you been working as a technologist? 
16. About how many hours per week do you work? 
17. If applicable (i.e., if you are not a supervisor), how long have you worked for your 
current supervisor? 
18. If applicable (i.e., if you are a supervisor), how long have you been a supervisor? 
19. What is your organizational level? 
O President, Vice-president 
O Department Head, Director 
O Supervisor, Manager 
O Non-management staff 
O Other (Please specify): 
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Appendix B 
Dorfman and Howell Cultural Values Scale (1988) 
INSTRUCTIONS: This set of questions pertains to your beliefs about the world. First 
carefully read each question and then decide to what extent you agree or 
disagree with each statement by choosing the response option which most closely 
represents how you feel by clicking onto the appropriate box. 
1. Group welfare is more 
important than individual 
rewards. 
2. Managers should make most 
decisions without consulting 
subordinates. 
3. It is important to have job 
requirements and 
instructions spelled out in 
detail so that employees 
always know what they are 
expected to do. 
4. Meetings are usually run 
more effectively when they 
are chaired by a man. 
5. Group success is more 
important than individual 
success. 
6. It is frequently necessary for 
a manager to use authority 
and power when dealing 
with subordinates. 
7. Managers expect employees 
to closely follow 
instructions and procedures. 
8. It is more important for men 
to have a professional career 
than it is for women to have 
a professional career. 
9. Being accepted by members 
of your work group is very 
important. 
10. Managers should seldom 
ask for the opinions of 
employees. 
11. Rules and regulations are 
important because they 
inform employees of what 
the organization expects of 
them. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
• 
Disagree 
• 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 
• 
Agree 
• 
Strongly 
Agree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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12. Men usually solve problems 
with logical analysis; 
women usually solve 
problems with intuition. 
13. Employees should only 
pursue their goals after 
considering the welfare of 
the group. 
14. Managers should avoid off-
the-job social contact with 
employees. 
15. Standard operating 
procedures are helpful to 
employees on the job. 
16. Solving organizational 
problems usually requires an 
active forcible approach 
which is typical of men. 
17. Managers should encourage 
group loyalty even if 
individual goals suffer. 
18. Employees should not 
disagree with management 
decisions. 
19. Instructions for operations 
are important for employees 
on the job. 
20. It is preferable to have a 
man in a high level position 
rather than a woman. 
21. Individuals may be expected 
to give up their goals in 
order to benefit group 
success. 
22. Managers should not 
delegate important tasks to 
employees. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
• 
Neither 
Disagree Agree nor 
Disagree 
• • 
Agree 
• 
Strongly 
Agree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
D 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Appendix C 
Singelis et al. Cultural Values Scale (1995) 
INSTRUCTIONS: This set of questions pertains to your beliefs about the world. First 
carefully read each question and then decide to what extent you agree or disagree with 
each statement by choosing the response option which most closely represents how you 
feel by clicking onto the appropriate box. 
Neither 
Strongly Disagree Agree Agree Strongly 
Disagree nor Agree 
Disagree 
1. I often do "my own thing." r-, r-. j—. •—, •—. 
2. It annoys me when other people 
perform better than I do. 
3. The well being of my coworkers is 
important to me. 
4. I would sacrifice an activity that I 
enjoy very much if my family did not 
approve of it. 
5. One should live one's life 
independently of others. 
6. Competition is the law of nature. 
7. If a co-worker gets a prize, I 
would feel proud. 
8. I would do what would please my 
family, even if I detested that activity. 
9. I like my privacy. 
10. When another person does better 
than I do, I get tense and aroused. 
11. If a relative were in financial 
difficulty, I would help within my 
means. 
12. Before making a major trip, I 
consult with most members of my 
family and many friends. 
13. I prefer to be direct and 
forthright when discussing with 
people. 
14. Without competition, it is not 
possible to have a good society. 
15. It is important to maintain 
harmony within my group. 
16. I usually sacrifice my self-interest 
for the benefit of my group. 
D 
• 
D 
D 
• 
D 
D 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
D 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
D 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
D 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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17. I am a unique individual. 
18. Winning is everything. 
19. I like sharing little things with my 
neighbours. 
20. Children should be taught to 
place duty before pleasure. 
21. What happens to me is my own 
doing. 
22. It is important that I do my job 
better than others. 
23.1 feel good when I cooperate with 
others. 
24. I hate to disagree with others in 
my group. 
25. When I succeed, it is usually 
because of my abilities. 
26. I enjoy working in situations 
involving competition with others. 
27. My happiness depends very 
much on the happiness of those 
around me. 
28. We should keep our aging parents 
with us at home. 
29. I enjoy being unique and different 
from others in many ways. 
30. Some people emphasize winning; 
I'm not one of them. 
31. To me, pleasure is spending time 
with others. 
32. Children should feel honoured if 
their parents receive a distinguished 
award. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
D 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Disagree 
• 
• 
D 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Neither 
Agree 
nor 
Disagree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Agree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Strongly 
Agree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Appendix D 
Organizational Vignette 
James has worked for the EIPCO organization for three years. He is responsible for 
several projects and making sure that they are developed, implemented, and completed 
efficiently. In order to be successful in his work role, James has to interact with a number 
of people (both inside and outside of the organization) and maintain a good working 
relationship with these people. James' manager has noticed that James is rather arrogant 
and rude in his interactions with others at work and wants to correct this. 
Question Pertaining to the Nature of the Scenario: 
The nature of the issue that concerns James' manager has to do with: 
O James not having the technical skills necessary to perform his work role. 
O James feeling that he deserves a pay raise. 
O James behaving in a way that is rude and arrogant in his interactions with others at 
work. 
O James not having enough seniority. 
Appendix E 
Hinkin and Schriesheim Power Bases Scale (1989) 
INSTRUCTIONS: This set of questions pertains to behaviours that members of an 
organization could direct toward others in the workplace. First carefully read the vignette, 
thinking in terms of the specific context provided. You are then going to be presented 
with a series of possible strategies which James' supervisor might use to influence James. 
Please read each item and indicate the extent to which the supervisor SHOULD employ 
each strategy. Then choose the response option which most closely represents how you 
feel by clicking onto the appropriate box. Note that there are no right or wrong answers 
and that we are only interested in preferences among these strategies. 
THE SUPERVISOR SHOULD: 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree nor Agree 
Disagree 
1. Increase the p. |_. ._. p. 
employee's pay level. 
2. Make the employee D D D D D 
feel valued. 
3. Give the employee p, p, n D D 
undesirable job 
assignments. 
4. Make the employee p, p, n l~1 l~l 
feel like he approves of 
him. 
5. Make the employee |_. _ n n • 
feel that he has 
commitments to meet. 
6. Make the employee ,-. p , n l~I D 
feel personally 
accepted. 
Make the employee p . p> 
feel important. 
Give the employee p , 
good technical 
suggestions. 
• 
• • 
• 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
D 
• 
• 
9. Make the employee's p. p. 
work difficult for him. 
10. Share with the 
employee his 
considerable 
experience and/or 
training. 
11. Make things D D • • • 
unpleasant there. 
THE SUPERVISOR SHOULD: 
12. Make being at work 
distasteful. 
13. Influence the 
employee's getting a 
pay raise. 
14. Make the employee 
feel like he should 
satisfy his job 
requirements. 
15. Provide the employee 
with sound job-related 
advice. 
16. Provide the employee 
with special benefits. 
17. Influence the 
employee's getting a 
promotion. 
18. Give the employee the 
feeling that he has 
responsibilities to 
fulfill. 
19. Provide the employee 
with needed technical 
knowledge. 
20. Make the employee 
recognize that he has 
tasks to accomplish. 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree nor Agree 
Disagree 
• • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Rahim Organizational Conflict Inventory -II (1983) 
INSTRUCTIONS: This set of questions pertains to interpersonal interactions in the 
workplace. First carefully read the vignette, thinking in terms of the specific context 
provided. You are then going to be presented with a series of possible strategies which 
James' supervisor might use to deal with James. Please read each item and indicate the 
extent to which the supervisor SHOULD employ each strategy. Then choose the 
response option which most closely represents how you feel by clicking onto the 
appropriate box. Note that there are no right or wrong answers and that we are only 
interested in preferences among these strategies. 
2. 
5. 
6. 
8. 
Try to investigate 
the issue with the 
employee to find a 
solution 
acceptable to both. 
Try to satisfy the 
needs of his 
employee. 
Attempt to avoid 
being "put on the 
spot" and try to 
keep his conflict 
with the employee 
to himself. 
Try to integrate 
his ideas with 
those of his 
employee to come 
up with a decision 
jointly. 
Try to work with 
his employee to 
find solutions to a 
problem which 
satisfy their 
expectations. 
Avoid open 
discussions of his 
differences with 
the employee. 
Try to find a 
middle course to 
resolve an 
impasse. 
Use his influence 
to get his ideas 
accepted. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
THE SUPERVISOR SHOULD: 
Disagree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Agree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Strongly 
Agree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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9. Use his authority 
to make a decision 
in his own favour. 
10. Accommodate the 
wishes of his 
employee. 
11. Give in to the 
wishes of his 
employee. 
12. Exchange accurate 
information with 
his employee to 
solve a problem 
together. 
13. Allow concessions 
to his employee. 
14. Propose a middle 
ground for 
breaking 
deadlocks. 
15. Negotiate with his 
employee so that a 
compromise can 
be reached. 
16. Try to stay away 
from disagreement 
with his employee. 
17. Avoid an 
encounter with his 
employee. 
18. Use his expertise 
to make a decision 
in his own favour. 
19. Go along with the 
suggestions of his 
employee. 
20. Use "give and 
take" so that a 
compromise can 
be made. 
21. Be firm in 
pursuing his side 
of the issue. 
22. Try to bring both 
sets of concerns 
out in the open so 
that the issues can 
be resolved in the 
best possible way. 
23. Collaborate with 
his employee to 
Strongly 
Disagree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
THE SUPERVISOR SHOULD: 
Neither 
Disagree Agree nor Agree 
Disagree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Strongly 
Agree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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come up with 
decisions 
acceptable to both. 
24. Try to satisfy the 
expectations of his 
employee. 
25. Use his power to 
win a competitive 
situation. 
26. Keep his 
disagreement with 
his employee to 
himself in order to 
avoid hard 
feelings. 
27. Avoid an 
unpleasant 
exchange with his 
employee. 
28. Work with his 
employee for a 
proper 
understanding of a 
problem. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
THE SUPERVISOR SHOULD: 
Neither 
Disagree Agree nor Agree 
Disagree 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Strongly 
Agree 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • • • 
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True 
• 
• 
• 
False 
• 
• 
• 
Appendix G 
Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale - Short Version (Reynolds, 1982) 
Please answer the following statements according to your personal beliefs. Mark each 
statement true or false by checking the appropriate box. 
1. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I am not 
encouraged. 
2.1 sometimes feel resentful when I don't get my own way. 
3. On a few occasions, I have given up doing something because I 
thought too little of my ability. 
4. There have been times when I felt like rebelling against people in • D 
authority even though I knew they were right. 
5. No matter who I'm talking to, I'm always a good listener. 
6. There have been occasions where I took advantage of someone. 
7. I'm always willing to admit it if I make a mistake. 
8.1 sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forget. 
9.1 am always courteous, even to people who are disagreeable. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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10.1 have never been irked when people expressed ideas very different • • 
from my own. 
11. There have been times when I was quite jealous of the good fortune • • 
of others. 
12.1 am sometimes irritated by people who ask favors of me. • • 
13.1 have never deliberately said something that hurt someone's feelings. • • 
Appendix H 
Request to Participate 
Dear Potential Participant, 
I am a PhD student in the Applied Social Psychology graduate program at the University 
of Windsor. As part of my dissertation research, I am conducting a study exploring 
workplace interactions and the effects of power, culture, and conflict under the 
supervision of Dr. Catherine Kwantes. In order to do this, I am looking for employees of 
this organization to volunteer to participate. 
If you agree to participate in the study, you will be asked to complete a web-based survey 
containing questions about your interactions at work. It should take you approximately 45 
minutes to complete the survey. As a thank you for your efforts, you will be entered in a 
lottery for a $200 cash prize. 
Your answers to the survey are completely confidential and special internet security has 
been arranged so that your internet address cannot be traced and you cannot be personally 
identified. Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may choose to withdraw 
from the study at any time. The completion of the web-based survey implies your consent 
to participate in this research. If you prefer to complete a paper version of the survey, you 
can contact me at kaushal (ojuwindsor.ca and I will arrange for you to receive a hardcopy 
of the survey. For your convenience, I will include a return envelope with prepaid 
postage. 
Please feel free to contact me (interact@uwindsor.ca, (519) 253-3000 ext. 2212) or my 
faculty supervisor Dr. Catherine Kwantes (ckwantes(a),uwindsor.ca, (519) 253-3000 ext. 
2242) if you have any questions or comments about this study. Upon completion of the 
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study, results can be obtained from the University of Windsor Research Ethics Board 
website at www.uwindsor.ca/reb. 
If you would like to participate in this study, please click on the following link: 
www.. .com. Please print this page for your records. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Ritu Kaushal M.A. 
Department of Psychology 
University of Windsor 
Appendix I 
Web-based Survey Consent Form 
U N I V E R S I T Y O F 
WINDSOR 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 
Title of Study: Understanding workplace interactions 
You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Ritu Kaushal, M.A., under 
the supervision of Dr. Catherine Kwantes from the Psychology Department at the 
University of Windsor This study is in partial fulfilment of Ritu Kaushal's dissertation 
research. 
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel to contact: 
Ritu Kaushal, M.A. Dr. Catherine Kwantes 
Psychology Department or Psychology Department 
University of Windsor University of Windsor 
N9B 3P4 N9B 3P4 
(519) 253 - 3000 ext. 2212 (519) 253 - 3000 ext. 2242 
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to examine people's views about workplace interactions and 
the effects of power dynamics, culture, and conflict. 
PROCEDURES 
If you volunteer to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following things: 
You will be asked to fill out a web-based survey comprised of a number of questionnaires 
which ask you about your views about power, culture, and conflict. It will take you 
approximately 45 minutes to complete the entire survey. 
POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS 
There are no serious anticipated risks with participating in this study. However, some of 
the questions on the survey may be of a sensitive nature. If you feel any negative 
emotions because of your participation in this study, please contact Ritu Kaushal so that 
she can provide you with appropriate resources. 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO PARTICIPANTS AND/OR TO SOCIETY 
You will not gain any personal benefits from participating in this study. However, your 
participation in this study will help generate a better understanding of people's views 
about workplace interactions. 
PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION 
To thank you for your assistance, you are invited to enter your name in a lottery for a 
$200 cash prize. After you complete the survey, you will be given the option to provide 
your contact information in order to be included in the lottery. This information will not 
be linked to your responses on the survey. A winner will be randomly selected from the 
entries after data collection is complete. The researcher will contact this winner through 
the contact information that s/he provided. A money order for $200 will be mailed to the 
winner. 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified 
with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission. Your 
questionnaire responses are completely confidential and anonymous. We have arranged 
for special internet security so that your internet (IP) address can not be traced and you 
can not be personally identified. Additionally, we have arranged for SSL encryption for 
the survey link and survey pages during transmission. 
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PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL 
You can choose whether to be in this study or not. If you volunteer to be in this study, 
you may withdraw at any time without consequences of any kind. You may also refuse 
to answer any questions you don't want to answer and still remain in the study. 
FEEDBACK OF THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY TO THE PARTICIPANTS 
Results will be available on the University of Windsor Research Ethics Board website. 
Web address: www.uwindsor.ca/reb 
Date when results are available: December 2009 
SUBSEQUENT USE OF DATA 
This data may be used in subsequent studies. 
RIGHTS OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 
You may withdraw your consent at any time and discontinue participation without 
penalty. If you have questions regarding your rights as a research participant, contact: 
Research Ethics Coordinator, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario N9B 3P4; 
telephone: 519-253-3000, ext. 3916; e-mail: lbunn@uwindsor.ca. 
SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANT/LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 
I understand the information provided for the study "Understanding Workplace 
Interactions" as described herein. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, 
and I agree to participate in this study. I may print out a copy of this form for future 
reference. 
I agree to participate (please select box and continue on to survey) • 
I do not agree to participate (please select box and exit the survey) • 
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Appendix J 
Paper-based Survey Consent Form 
U N I V E R S I T Y O F 
WINDSOR 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 
Title of Study: Understanding workplace interactions 
You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Ritu Kaushal, M.A., under 
the supervision of Dr. Catherine Kwantes from the Psychology Department at the 
University of Windsor This study is in partial fulfilment of Ritu Kaushal's dissertation 
research. 
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel to contact: 
Ritu Kaushal, M.A. Dr. Catherine Kwantes 
Psychology Department or Psychology Department 
University of Windsor University of Windsor 
N9B 3P4 N9B 3P4 
(519) 253 - 3000 ext. 2212 (519) 253 - 3000 ext. 2242 
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to examine people's views about workplace interactions and 
the effects of power dynamics, culture, and conflict. 
PROCEDURES 
If you volunteer to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following things: 
You will be asked to fill out a survey comprised of a number of questionnaires which ask 
you about your views about power, culture, and conflict. It will take you approximately 
45 minutes to complete the entire survey. 
POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS 
There are no serious anticipated risks with participating in this study. However, some of 
the questions on the survey may be of a sensitive nature. If you feel any negative 
emotions because of your participation in this study, please contact Ritu Kaushal so that 
she can provide you with appropriate resources. 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO PARTICIPANTS AND/OR TO SOCIETY 
You will not gain any personal benefits from participating in this study. However, your 
participation in this study will help generate a better understanding of people's views 
about workplace interactions. 
PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION 
To thank you for your assistance, you are invited to enter your name in a lottery for a 
$200 cash prize. After you complete the survey, you will be given the option to provide 
your contact information in order to be included in the lottery. This information will not 
be linked to your responses on the survey. A winner will be randomly selected from the 
entries after data collection is complete. The researcher will contact this winner through 
the contact information that s/he provided. A money order for $200 will be mailed to the 
winner. 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified 
with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission. Your 
questionnaire responses are completely confidential and anonymous. We have arranged 
for special internet security so that your internet (IP) address can not be traced and you 
can not be personally identified. Additionally, we have arranged for SSL encryption for 
the survey link and survey pages during transmission. 
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PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL 
You can choose whether to be in this study or not. If you volunteer to be in this study, 
you may withdraw at any time without consequences of any kind. You may also refuse 
to answer any questions you don't want to answer and still remain in the study. 
FEEDBACK OF THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY TO THE PARTICIPANTS 
Results will be available on the University of Windsor Research Ethics Board website. 
Web address: www.uwindsor.ca/reb 
Date when results are available: December 2009 
SUBSEQUENT USE OF DATA 
This data may be used in subsequent studies. 
RIGHTS OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 
You may withdraw your consent at any time and discontinue participation without 
penalty. If you have questions regarding your rights as a research participant, contact: 
Research Ethics Coordinator, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario N9B 3P4; 
telephone: 519-253-3000, ext. 3916; e-mail: lbunn@uwindsor.ca. 
SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANT/LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 
I understand the information provided for the study "Understanding Workplace 
Interactions" as described herein. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, 
and I agree to participate in this study. I may print out a copy of this form for future 
reference. 
Name of Participant 
Signature of Participant Date 
SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR 
These are the terms under which I will conduct research. 
Signature of Investigator Date 
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Appendix K 
Internet Safety Instructions (Broken Spirits, 2007) 
Introduction to Web Safety 
When viewing a web page, several things take place that can make it easier for people to 
track you. In the following sections I will review some information about web safety and 
provide you with some instructions. It is recommended that you print these instructions 
before proceeding. 
Section 1: Clearing Your Internet Cache 
The internet cache is designed to help pages load faster by storing images and web pages 
locally on your machine. This can result in a security risk if an unwanted viewer decides 
to poke through the cache folder. To prevent unwanted security risks please follow 
directions to clear your internet cache. Please note that you will have to do this after you 
have completed this survey. It is also a good idea to do this every time you finish surfing 
the web. 
Directions for Clearing the Browser Cache 
Browser Win9x/NT/2000/Me 
Internet Explorer 1 • From the menu bar select 
"Tools" 
2. Select the option "Internet 
Options..." 
3. Under the "General" Tab 
look for "Temporary 
Internet Files" 
4. Click on the "Delete Files. 
Mac OS 
1. From the menu bar select 
"Edit" 
2. Select the option 
"Preferences..." 
3. Select the "Advanced" item 
in the left menu. 
4. Under "Cache" click 
"Empty Now". 
button. 
5. Select the "Delete All 
Offline Content" 
checkbox and click 
"OK" 
6. Click "OK" once more to 
return to your browser. 
5. Click "OK" once more to 
return to your 
browser. 
Netscape 1. From the menu bar select 
"Edit" 
2. Select "Preferences..." 
3. Under the "Advanced" menu 
select "Cache" 
4. Click on the "Clear Memory 
Cache" button. 
5. Click on the "Clear Disk 
Cache" button. 
6. Click "OK" once more to 
return to your browser. 
1. From the menu bar select 
"Edit" 
2. Select the option 
"Preferences..." 
3. Under the "Advanced" 
headline in the left 
menu select "Cache" 
4. Click "Clear Disk Cache 
Now". 
5. Click "OK" once more to 
return to your 
browser. 
Section 2: Removing Sites from Your Browser History 
The browser history is designed to store previous visits in an area that is easily accessible 
at the click of a button. This is useful when you forget to bookmark a site and remember 
visiting it last week and wish to return. Unfortunately, in the case that you are viewing 
sensitive material that you do not wish others to see, this can be a security risk. To 
prevent unwanted security risks please follow the directions to remove particular sites 
from your browser's history. Please note that you will have to do this after you have 
completed this survey. It is also a good idea to do this every time you finish surfing the 
web. 
Directions for Removing Sites from Your Browser History 
Browser Win9x/NT/2000/Me Mac OS 
Internet Explorer 1. From the menu bar select 
"View". 
Highlight "Explorer Bar". 
Select "History". 
A bar will show up on the 
left of your browser. 
Select the item you 
wish to delete. 
Right Click on the selected 
folder and select 
"Delete". 
5 
1. From the menu bar select 
"Window". 
2. Select "History". 
3. Select the item you wish to 
delete. 
4. Press the "Delete" key. 
5. Click "OK". 
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Netscape 6 1. From the menu bar select 
"Tasks". 
2. Highlight "Tools" 
3. Select "History" 
4. Open the folder in which you 
wish to delete an item. 
5. Open the Sites folder. 
6. Select an item in the folder 
you wish to delete. 
7. From the menu bar select 
"Edit" 
8. Select "Delete entire 
domain..." 
Netscape 4.x 1. From the menu bar select 
"Communicator" 
2. Highlight "Tools" 
3. Select "History" 
4. Select the item you wish to 
delete. 
5. Right click on the item. 
6. Select "Delete". 
Section 3: Removing Cookies from your Hard Drive 
Cookies are small pieces of code left behind by web pages to store information frequently 
requested. For example, if I clicked on a checkbox that said "save this information for 
later" it would then write a cookie onto my hard drive that I can call the next time you 
visit the site, preventing you from having to enter the information again. This is why it 
can be dangerous to delete all the cookie files. If you delete all your stored passwords, 
user information, and preferences from various sites, it will be an obvious change. 
However, if you follow the directions given below, it will instruct you how to delete only 
the cookies from sites which are high risk. Please note that you will have to do this after 
you have completed this survey. It is also a good idea to do this every time you finish 
surfing the web. Additionally, not all browsers will allow you to delete a single item. 
Directions for Removing Cookies from your Hard Drive 
Browser Win9x/NT72000/Me Mac OS 
Internet Explorer 1. From the menu bar select 
"Tools". 
2. Select the option "Internet 
Options". 
3. Under the "General" Tab 
look for "Temporary 
Internet Files". 
1. From the menu bar select 
"Edit". 
2. Select the option 
"Preferences..." 
3. Select the "Advanced" item 
in the left menu. 
4. Under "Cache" click 
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4. Click on the "Settings..." 
button. 
5. Click on the "View Files" 
button. A list of 
cookies will appear. 
6. Select the cookie you wish to 
delete. 
7. Right mouse click and select 
"Delete". 
"Empty Now". 
5. Click "OK" to return to 
your browser. 
Netscape 6 1. From the menu bar select 
"Edit". 
2. Select "Preferences" 
3. Under "Privacy & Security" 
select "Cookies". 
4. Click "View Stored 
Cookies". 
5. Select the cookie you wish to 
delete. 
7. Click "Remove Cookie" 
Warning: Do NOT check box 
titled "Don't allow 
removed cookies to be 
reaccepted later." This 
will add them to a list 
easily accessible 
through the "Cookie 
Sites" tab. 
1. From the menu bar select 
"Edit". 
2. Select the option 
"Preferences..." 
3. Under the "Advanced" 
headline in the left 
menu select "Cache" 
4. Click "Clear Disk Cache 
Now". 
5. Click "OK" to return to 
your browser. 
Browser 
Netscape 4.x 
Win9x/NT/2000/Me 
It is not advisable to use 
Netscape 4.x to view 
sensitive material. 
Although they are 
difficult to find, 
cookies are stored on 
the machine without a 
means of removing 
them. 
Mac OS 
1. From the menu bar select 
"Edit". 
2. Select the option 
"Preferences..." 
3. Under the "Advanced" 
headline in the left 
menu select "Cache". 
4. Click "Clear Disk Cache 
Now". 
5. Click "OK" to return to 
your browser. 
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Appendix L 
Information Sheet 
Understanding workplace interactions is crucial for both the well-being of the 
organization as well as the individuals (both managers and employees) working within 
the organization. Highly influenced by power and culture, workplace interactions have 
the potential to either help or hinder work relationships. Exploring why individuals 
choose to interact in particular ways (and the specific roles of power and culture in this 
choice) would help to better understand some of the reasons why these interactions can 
go awry. On average, managers spend up to 40% of their time dealing with conflict at 
work, which amounts to less time to do their own jobs, less cohesion within the 
workplace, and greater dissatisfaction with one's job (Watson & Hoffman, 1996). Thus, it 
is clear that the need to explore workplace interactions, and especially the influences of 
power and culture upon these interactions, is great. 
This study examined the various interactions that occur between managers and 
employees within an organization and explored the roles of culture and power within this 
relationship. In addition, the study investigated some of the personal and organizational 
implications of the relations among culture, power, and conflict. Although the 
interconnections that exist among these variables are manifold, it is important to note that 
the implications of such interconnections are even greater in number. Whether at the level 
of the individual or the organization, gaining a greater understanding of the nature of the 
interactions between managers and employees can help to understand how and why they 
choose to communicate in certain ways within their respective organizational roles. 
Although power is a necessary part of every organization, it does not have to negatively 
influence the communication between managers and employees. This research will aid in 
understanding the communication strategies that we engage in and why we choose to do 
so, which is an important step in understanding the role of organizational power. In 
addition to that of power, the influence of culture can often make manager-employee 
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interactions even more complex, as different cultural orientations may often lead 
individuals to perceive and react to power differently. Understanding why one manager 
(or employee) acts differently from another and how these differences translate into better 
or poorer communication strategies is very important. To a large extent, our workplace 
interactions determine how satisfied, effective, and productive we are as employees of an 
organization. Gaining a better perspective on the processes, practices, and 
communication strategies that influence these variables is a worthwhile endeavour 
because it provides an organization with the opportunity to examine the nature of the 
interactions between its members, both managers and employees alike. As such, 
understanding the motivations behind these workplace interactions may be a step towards 
improving them. 
Thank you for your participation in this study. Please remember that you can contact the 
researcher if you have any questions or concerns. Please do not discuss the details of 
this experiment with other people in the near future since they may participate in 
this study at a later time. 
Appendix M 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference i for an integrating conflict strategy 
Predictor B SE B R2 AR2 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
Step 3 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
.08 
-.04 
.02 
.07 
-.06 
.003 
-.02 
.34 
.07 
-.02 
.04 
.06 
.05 
.05 
.06 
.04 
.05 
.04 
.06 
.05 
.04 
.04 
.06 
-.04 
.02 
.06 
-.07 
.004 
-.03 
2\** 
.06 
-.02 
.04 
.01 
.11= .10 ** 
.38 ** 27** 
VI 
HC 
Reward 
Coercive 
Referent 
Expert 
.06 
.17 
.04 
.33 
.01 
.22 
.03 
.05 
.03 
.04 
.03 
.03 
-.09 
.16* 
-.06 
_ 3g** 
.02 
3Q** 
N=364 
*p<.Q\, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
Appendix N 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for an obliging conflict strategy 
Predictor B SE B R2 AR2 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
Step 3 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
.01 
-.08 
-.04 
.04 
-.08 
-.03 
.15 
.02 
.01 
-.04 
-.06 
.09 
.06 
.07 
.09 
.06 
.07 
.05 
.08 
.08 
.06 
.06 
.01 
-.07 
-.03 
.03 
-.07 
-.02 
.16 
.01 
.01 
-.04 
-.05 
.01 
.03 
.24 ** 
..02 
.21 ** 
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VI 
HC 
Reward 
Coercive 
Referent 
Expert 
.07 
.02 
.26 
.09 
,23 
,03 
.05 
.07 
.05 
.06 
.05 
.05 
.07 
.01 
30** 
.08 
.26** 
.03 
N=364 
*p<M, two-tailed. ** p < .001, two-tailed. 
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Appendix O 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for a compromising conflict 
strategy 
Predictor B SE B R2 AK 
Step 1 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
Step 3 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
Reward 
Coercive 
Referent 
Expert 
N=364 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < 
.25 
.11 
.08 
.26 
.10 
.08 
.05 
.21 
.24 
.12 
.08 
.07 
.15 
.002 
-.06 
.12 
.04 
.001, two-tailed. 
.08 
.06 
.06 
.08 
.06 
.06 
.05 
.07 
.08 
.06 
.06 
.05 
.08 
.05 
.07 
.05 
.05 
.17* 
.10 
.07 
.17* 
.09 
.07 
.06 
.15* 
.16* 
.11 
.07 
.08 
.11 
.002 
-.06 
.14* 
.04 
.05* 
.07s1 
.09" 
.03* 
.02" 
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Appendix P 
Hierarchical regression analysis predicting preference for a dominating conflict strategy 
Predictor B SE B Rf AR2 
Stepl 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
Step 2 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
Step 3 
Gender 
Religious Affiliation 
Organizational Level 
VI 
HC 
Reward 
Coercive 
Referent 
Expert 
N=364 
*p < .01, two-tailed. ** p < 
-.24 
.03 
-.03 
-.17 
.05 
-.01 
.31 
-.14 
-.17 
.03 
-.04 
.19 
-.11 
.30 
.22 
-.01 
.07 
.001, two-tailed. 
.10 
.07 
.08 
.09 
.07 
.07 
.06 
.09 
.09 
.06 
.07 
.06 
.08 
.06 
.07 
.05 
.06 
-.13 
.02 
-.02 
-.09 
.04 
-.01 
.28** 
-.08 
-.09 
.02 
-.03 
.17* 
-.06 
30** 
17** 
-.01 
.06 
.02 
.10** 
.25 ** 
.09" 
.15 ** 
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